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ABSTRACT

We review the framework set up for the multifractal

analysis of self-similar sets. This framework provides a way of

extracting the singular structure of the sets analysed and has

proved to be useful in a wide variety of physical contexts. We

discuss some of the diverse applications of the framework. The

framework has also provided the basis for significant advances

in the analysis of dynamical systems. We review various

developments based on the multifractal framework. These include

the thermodynamic formalism, the inverse problem and the

framework required for partially self-similar sets. We discuss

the consequences of these developments for the analysis of

attractors of systems on the border-line of chaos and give an

outline of the developing field of the analysis of chaotic

attractors. A brief account of other developments like the

effect of fluctuations and the renortnolisation group analysis of

multifractals is also provided.



1. Introduction:

The field of multifractal analysis [1-3] has experienced an

explosive growth in recent years. This rapid expansion has taken

place within a very short time of it's inception. The reasons

for it's popularity are not very far to seek. The formalism has

provided a powerful tool for the analysis of phenomena as

diverse as dynamical systems [3-4], growth models [5],

turbulence [1-2, 6-7], percolation [7-9] etc. The formalism

characterises the scaling geometry of a given structure and it's

associated probabilities. The formalism also provides an

equivalent picture of the structure in terms of a set of

interwoven singularities of strength o based on a support of

fractal dimension f(a). The strength of the formalism is

three-fold: The t-a curve is characteristic of the system upto

it's universality class. The formalism can be easily applied to

experimental systems. In addition, an inversion procedure can be

applied by which the nature of the process giving rise to a

given geometry can be inferred from the knowledge of it's

multifractal structure.

The concept of the fractal or Hausdorff-Besicovitch

dimension D. popularised by Mandelbrot [10-11], is useful for

characterising the scaling properties of sets. This dimension

permits one to assign measures for sets for which the usual

Lebesgue measure is inadequate. However, it was soon realised

that the fractal dimension is insufficient for the complete

characterisation of many interesting seta. Firstly, the fractal

dimension can only provide information about the geometric

properties of a given system and cannot shed any light on a

measure defined on this geometry. Secondly, even from the

geometric point of view, the fractal dimension is insufficient

to give an adequate characterisation of sets with multiple

length scales. Thus it is possible to find distinct fractal sets

which possess the same fractal dimension. Hence the concept of

the fractal dimension has been expanded to an infinite set of

dimensions, called the generalised dimensions D capable of
q

characterising the above mentioned features.Here q is a

parameter which can take all values between -o» and to. An

equivalent picture of a set of interwoven singularities of

strength a and fractal dimension f can now be set up via a

Legendre transform (3]. Since we now have a multiple set of

singularities, each of which has strength a and is associated

with a support of fractal dimension f, the analysis is known as

the multifractal analysis of structures.

The above framework is obviously useful in the analysis of

a great variety of physical systems. In the context of dynamical'

systems, one is interested in the scaling structure of their

strange attractors as well as in information about how often a

system visits different regions of the attractor [4]. For

diffusion limited aggregation, a quantity of interest is the

distribution of growth probabilities on the surface of the

aggregate (51. In the case of particles moving in a disordered



potential one la Interested in the scaling structure of the

wave-function [121. Clearly, multifraetal analysis is useful in

all the above contexts.

Multifractal analysis has beon fruitfully employed in the

analysis of several experimental situations. Since the f-a curve

is characteristic of a given system upto it's universality

class, the comparison of the f-a curves of experimental systems

with theoretical curves can lead to an identification of the

dynamical process underlying a given experimental situation.

Such an analysis has been done for a forced Rayleigh-B*nard

connective system with mercury as the fluid for both the

t-.x.- iorua with a golden-mean winding number, and for the

period-doubling cascade both at the onset of chaos [13-14], A

cwytrioon of the f-a curve of the experimental orbit in both

the above cases with the theoretical f-a curves showed that the

experimental, and theoretical curves were identical within

experimental error and the behaviour was consistent with the

dynsunics of the circle map. It was thus oonoluded that the

dynamics of the forced Rayleigh-B*nard system is similar to that

of the circle map [13-It). We are not aware of any other type of

analysis which permits such conclusions about the behaviour of

experimental systems. This kind of analysis has since been

carried out for several other experimental systems [6,15].

A formal analogy can be set up between the multifractal

scaling structure and the usual framework of statistical

mechanics of spin systems. Correspondences can be set up between

the a, f, D and thermodynamic functions such as free energy,

temperature etc. This analogy goes by the name of the

thermodynamic formalism [16]. This formalism permits one to set

up a transfer matrix relating the scaling structure of the

system at different stages of refinement. If the D -s of a given

system are known, they can be used to infer the elements of the

transfer matrix or their products, and the eigenvalues of the

transfer matrix. These can, in turn, be used to infer the manner

in which the scaling hierarchy of the structure is set up,

permitting definite conclusions about the dynamics of the

system. We call this procedure the inversion procedure [17].

This inversion procedure was demonstrated for the

Rayleigh-Benard convection experiments described above. The

generalised dimensions obtained at the golden-mean winding

number were utilised to obtain the eigenvalues of the transfer

matrix and it's elements or their products. The results were

spectacular. The largest eigen value of the transfer matrix

could be used to obtain the winding number of the map, in this

case the golden mean. The elements of the transfer matrix and

their products were consistent with one of the scaling ratios

<ratio of lengths at successive stages of refinement) being the

cube of the others, a strong indication for a map with a cubic

inflexion point as in a circle map. The D -s obtained from the

period-doubling Rayleigh-Benard experiment were also analysed in

a similar manner and gave good results [17],

The entire discussion above supposes that the scaling



structure of the sot has no stage dependence• When such stage

dopandonce oocurs, the above formalism needs to be extended

still further. Additional dimensions like the logarithmic

dimensions, the metadimensione and the exponential dimensions

have to be introduced to characterise such situations [18-221.

Thas* dijnensions have an additional bonus. An inversion from

them can be used to obtain subtle distinctions between the

universality characteristics of maps [23].

Since the thermodynamio formalism sets up a formal

equivalence between the multifractal structure and spin systems,

nonanalytic chances in the generalised dimensions as functions

of q can be interpreted as phase transitions t 2<»-25J. In the

presence of equal probability assignments theae phase

transitions are brought about by a switch between the dominance

of one type of scaling to another. This switch may be between

sealings of the same order giving rise to nonanalyticities in

D , as in the logistic map 125); or it may be between lengths of

different orders leading to a switch between one type of

dimension and another; e.g. a switch between the generalised

dimension and the exponential dimension is seen for the Julia

set (26).

The most recent development in the field is the application

of the multifractal analysis to higher dimensional systems in

the chaotic regime. Some progress has been made in this

direction using the unstable periodic orbits to construct a

hierarchy approaching the chaotic attractor E27-31). The {-a

curve has been obtained for the H*non map using this procedure.

We now give a very brief account of the historical

development of the field. The exponent a is the Lipschitz-Holder

exponent familiar to mathematicians and was discussed by

Mandelbrot in the context of fractals [10,32], The notion of the

generalised dimension has it's origin in the work of Renyi [33]

and is hence sometimes known as the Renyi dimension. Generalised

dijnensions for sets with all length scales equal were proposed

by Grassberger and by Hentschel and Procaceia generalising their

own work on the information dimension and the correlation

dimension [34-37). A similar set of dimensions was introduced by

Frisch and Paris! (1] and Benzi et al E2] in the context of

turbulence. Baadi and Politi [38-39] introduced yet another

dimension function. The current notion of generalised dimensions

useful for sets with multiple length scales is due to Halsey et

al (3]. The early applications of the t-a curve analysis to

experimental data are due to Frisch and Parisi t1], Jensen et al

[13], and Glazier et al [14]. Later applications are too

numerous to mention. The thermodynamic formalism for

multifractals was given by Feigenbaum [16]. The phase transition

analogy for dynamical systems is due to Cvitanovi<f [24] and to

Katzen and Procaccia [25]. The inversion procedure using

generalised dimensions was set up by Feigenbaum et al [17}. The

above list is by no means complete. We organise our review in

the following manner. Section 2 deals with the general framework

of multifractal analysis together with examples. This section
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will follow the treatment of Halsey et al. Our treatment assumes

some familiarity with the notion of the fractal dimension. In

section 3 we discuss the application of multifractal analysis to

experiments and computer simulations. The thexmodynamic

formalism for multlfractala is dealt with in Section 4. We

diucu£3 the equivalence with spin systems and analogy with phase

transitions in the same section. In this and subsequent sections

we repeat key equations wherever necessary. The inverse

procedure for the generalised dimensions is dealt with in

ntvction 5. We also discuss it's application to a Rayleigh-Benard

experiment. The extension of the multifractal framework

necessary to deal with stage dependent sets is considered in

section 6. Various dimensions such as exponential dimensions,

logarithmic dimensions etc. are introduced in this section. The

inverse problem for the stage dependent sets is discussed in

Section 7. The inversion is utilised to obtain a relation

between the n dependence of the scaling functions and the nature

of the resultant dimensions. We discuss chaotic attractors of

dynamical systems in section B. This section assumes some

familiarity with the terminology of dynamical systems. Section 9

groups together some topics which have not been included in the

above line of development. These Include the renormalisation

group treatment of multifractals and fluctuations and random

processes. Section 10 concludes the review.

11

2. General Framework:

We set up the general framework required for multifractal

analysis in this section. Our treatment largely follows that of

Halsey et al [3]. We have attempted to make our definitions

useful rather than mathematically rigorous. We start by

reviewing the familiar notion of the fractal dimension.

2.1. The Fractal Dimension

Consider a set S in an embedding space of dimension d .

Cover the set minimally with boxes of size I. , where I, are

lengths such that i^ < I and i - 1, 2 N, N being the total

number of boxes. We can then define a gauge function [dO] ^g'^)

of the power law form given by

(2.1)

The measure M of the given set can now be written in the

following form

lim EM(tJ
i-0 i 3

(2.2)

where N(Ij) is the number of boxes of size '. It is possible

to show that there exists a value of D, say D_, such that ju

becomes infinite if D < D Q and zero if D > DQ. This value DQ is

12



th« fractal dimension. For the special case when all the boxes
d

of equal size, I say, and JJ is of order one, eq.(2) can bs

solved to obtain the following closed form for D Q t10-11]

lim lnJJU)
In 11/I)

(2.3)

The above notion of dimension (eq.(2.3)) is known as the

capacity dimension. We illustrate this notion with the example

of A triadic Cantor set. (In fact, we shall use Cantor sets to

illustrate all our subsequent definitions as well). The

construction of the triadic Cantor set is illustrated in fig. 1.

This set is constructed by starting with a unit length, removing

the middle one-third, and retaining the remaining two parts (at

the stage n • 1). The procedure is repeated on the two remaining

l*naths giving four parts (stage n - 2). The triadic Cantor set

is obtained in the limit of the infinite stage of this

procedure. At the n t h stage we get the length I • (l/3)n and

RID - 2n. Using eq.<2.3) we obtain the fractal dimension

(2.4)

2.2. Generalised Dimensions

Although the fractal dimension is a very useful concept, it

proves inadequate in a variety of contexts. Firstly, it

describes only the geometric structure of the set analysed and

13

does not deal with a function or a probability measure defined

on this structure. Secondly, even in the case of geometric

structure it is possible to have two distinct sets having the

same fractal dimension. Clearly, the concept of the fractal

dimension needs to be extended. This is achieved by defining an

infinite set of dimensions known as the generalised dimensions.

Consider again the set S defined in section 2.1 above.

Cover the set minimally or optimally with boxes of size l^ ,

where ^are lengths such that l^ < i and i - 1, 2 K, N

being the total number of boxes. The "minimal cover" will be

defined afterwards. The partition function is given by

r<q, E
i

(2.5)

where the gauge function has the power law form

(2.6)

We now define r(q,r) such that

r<q,T) - lim r<q,T,t)
t-0

(2.7)

One can argue (3 J that there is a unique function T(q) such that

r(q,T)
for T > T(q)

for t < T(q)
(2.6)



Eq.(2.8) p«xmits us to define D as

(2.9)

The D -s defined above are the generalised dimensions. Notice

that the dimension D_, the q • 0 case, is the fractal dimension.

Let us now define a minimal covering [3], Partition the set

S into N disjoint pieces, 3,,S,,..,S , where each piece S. lies
1 2 N i

within a box of size t, and each I. less than a given length I.

Associate a probability p^ with each piece S^. The partition

function for this cover can be written a«

(2.10)

Consider the two regions

region A: q > 1, r > 0,

region B: q < 1, r < 0.

In region A, adjust the partition {S^} so as to maximise r while

in region B, adjust the partition so as to minimise r. Thus the

partition function of eq.(2.S) is obtained by

r(q,T,i) - Sup riq.T.lSj^l, M (region A)

r(q,T,l) » Inf nq,T,(S1),l| (region B)

(2.11a)

(2.11b)

This partition ( S^} has thus been identified as the minimal

15
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cover of the set.

The partition function eq. (2.5) can be written in the form

1211

(2.12)

where N^ is the number of boxes with lengths I. and probability

p.. In the limit t—>0, only the most dominant contribution to

the partition function will survive when T - -r(q). Let this

dominant contribution i.e. the largest value of H.p.''/ l.T with

respect to j be called r
max

(<3>T>l'• Hence, for any j we have

N j p

4j
pj

(2.13a)

Taking logs and as In I, < 0, we get

In l n

In t. In t.
(2.13b)

Since r
max ia defined as the largest value, it follows that

T - min 'r'""" I "•13c)
In the limit I—»0, choosing T • T(q) so that

16
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nonzero we net

lim mln
In t

> i
J

For the special case where all lengths are equal, eq. (2>Ik)

reduces to

In E Pi
jr~-. , lim
** l) 1*0 In l

(2.15)

The above quantity, (eq.(2.15M defined by Grassberger and also
up

by Hentschel and Procaccia [3fc-371, is denoted as D . It can

be easily shown that

i Dq (2.16)

HP

A quantity similar to D was also defined by Benzi et al in

the context of turbulence [2}. Observe that eq. (2.15) for the q

• 0 case coincides with eq. (2.3), the definition of the fractal

dimension as expected. Taking the q — 1 + limit of eq. (2.15) is

somewhat tricky due to to the singularity in the definition of

D at q • 1. However, this problem can be avoided by writing

In E
i

• In E P«exp((q-l)ln

a: In + (q-l)E
i

17

P4ln
1

(2.17a)

Substituting eq(2.17a) in eq.(2.15) we get

D, - lim
1 1*0

E p.ln P.

In l
(2.17b)

Thus we see that the q « 1 case of the generalised dimension

coincides with the information dimension D.. Similarly, the case

q • 2 gives us the correlation dimension discussed by

Grassberger and Procaccia [36].

We have already seen that the set of generalised dimensions

contains the fractal dimension 110], which encodes the geometric

structure of the set; the information dimension [34-35], which

encodes the scaling entropy of the system; the correlation

dimension which gives an idea about the scales on which the

autocorrelations of the system persist [3fc-36], and in addition

contains an infinite set of other exponents. Thus the

generalised dimensions encode a vast amount of information about

the system of interest. Two obvious questions now arise.

Firstly, can we decode this information? Secondly is this

information complete? The answers to both these questions will

be deferred to later sections of this review. We shall first

rewrite the information contained in the generalised dimensions

in a more intuitive form. This will be done by constructing an

equivalent picture of the system in terms of a set of interwoven

18



singularities of the power*law type with the exponent a, defined

on a support of fractal dimension f [31. The exponent a,

sometimes known as the strength of the singularity, is the

Lipachitz-Holder exponent, a classical notion in mathematics,

and was first discussed by Mandelbrot in the context of fractal

structures (10,321. We shall discuss the framework required for

the analysis of singularity structure in the next section.

2.3. The Singularity structure

Consider again the set 3 defined above. We define a

scaling exponent a through the relation

p. * t,a (2.IB)

where a > 0. Let n(a'), the number of times a takes the value

between a' and a'+da', be given by

n(a* ) • da' pla' ) I -f(a' )
(2.19)

where f(a' ) is the fractal dimension of the subset supporting

the probability scaling as i^a and pi«• ) is a weight factor.

Since f(a') gives an idea of the number of times a takes the

value between a' and o'+dot*. it can also be called the frequency

index. Thus we can write

19

(2. 20)

where N^ is the number of boxes of size I, and probability p..

As l^-»0, for a given value of q, the integral in eq.(2.20) is

dominated by the value of a' which is defined by the extremun

condition

- fCa'»] a'-a(q) (2.21)

We also have

d(a') 2
- f(a' )] > 0 (2.22)

Using the extremum value of a in the definition of D

(eq.<2.14>) it follows that

(2.23)

Also, using eqs.(2.21) and (2.23) we see that

lq-l)Dql (2.24)

Knowing o(q) eq.(2.23) can be used to obtain f(<*(q>). Thus we

have set up a relation between the spectrum of generalised

dimensions D and the spectrum of a(q) and da). Notice that 0 ,

20



f and a are related via a Legendre transform.

We now seek an interpretation for the f-o spectrum. To

obtain this consider the simple example of a single power-law

singularity placed on the interval 0 < x i 1. Partition the

interval into segments of length t « (Ax/2n) where Ax « 1.

Associate a probability lj*, 0 <(1 <1 with the interval in

centered on xQt a point in the interval. We associate a linear

probability measure proportional to the width of the intervals

with the remaining intervals. The contribution to the

probability in the segment centered on x_ can be said to arise

from the singular distribution (H |x-xQ | )""*• The D -s can be

easily calculated using eq.(2.14) and turn out to be

lim min
In lfl* In

In In

,q -i

(2.25)

Hence

min t/*i , q-1]

if q < l/n-fti

if q > 1/ll-m

(2.26a)

(2.26b)

(2.26c)

For q > q* • 1/(1-/3) the dimensions correspond to a value of a •

ft and of f » 0 i.e. a singularity of strength ft with a support

of fractal dimension zero while for q < q* the dimensions

corresponds to a • l and f - 1; i.e. singularities of strength

21

one with a support of dimension one. Thus, the f-a spectrum

consists of two points corresponding to the two types of

behavior (linear and power-law singular) in the measure.

The example above gives an insight into the physical

content of the f-o spectrum. The f-a spectrum identifies each

type of singularity and also estimates the frequency of

occurrence of each type. We now have an equivalent

representation of the system in terms of an intermeshed set of

singularities of strength a and baaed on supports of fractal

dimension f. Thus the f-a curve reflects the singular structure

of the system and hence provides a characterisation of it's

basic behaviour. This procedure has sometimes been called the

"theory of mashed potatoes" as it makes mashed potatoes (the f-a

curve) out of whole potatoes (the system) [21,H). It is now not

surprising to find that the f-a curve of a system identifies

it's universality class. This immediately provides a method for

the comparison of different systems, or for the comparison of

experimental data with theoretical models. We shall enlarge upon

this aspect in the section on application to experiments. We

shall now discuss some of the characteristic features of the f-a

curve in the context of a specific example, the two scale Cantor

set.

2.4. An Example: The two scale Cantor set

We start the construction with a unit length at the stage n

> 0. The next stage (n-1) is constructed by dividing the lengths

22



into three parts in the ratio l^ht t2 and discarding the central

length. We assume that l2 > i^. Probabilities P1 and P 2 are

associated with the two extreme lengths. Further divisions take

in a self-similar manner with the same rescaling ratios.

The probability assignments are also scaled in a similar manner.

thThin construction is illustrated in fig. 2.2. At the n

of the construction we have

stage

n -m m - 0,1,2, (2.27)

(m)

and

nc_

(2.2S)

(2.29)

where ln
m> is a length at the n** stage of construction, p n

m ) is

the probability associated with it, and N^m) is the number of

times such a length occurs at the n stage. Using eq.(2.14),

and the Stirling approximation it can be seen that

In ((1 -r)/r) +qln

In ( 'j/l2)
(2.30)

with the constraint

q(ln l2 - In P2ln In r - In (2.31)

where r • m/n and the constraint comes out of the minimisation.

23

For any given q there will be a value of r which solves

eq.(2.31> and in turn determines D as in eq.(2.30). The

singularity strength a is determined from the equation

(m)
ci n

m )) a (2.32)

This gives

rln - r)ln

rln (1 - r)ln (2.33)

The frequency index f can be determined from « and D , using

eq.(2.23), or by using the equation

This gives

(2.34)

rln r + (1 - r)ln (1 - r)
lrln + (1 - r)ln

(2.35)

Thus, for any chosen q, the measure scales as a(q) on a set

of segments which converge to a set of dimension f(<j). As q is

varied, different regions of the set determine D and hence

f(q>, and a<q). We plot D against q and the f-o spectrum of

0.2, t2 • 0.6, p^ • 2/3 and p2this set for the values l

1/3 in fig.2.3 and fig.2.4 respectively.

We now discuss the general features of the two curves. The



plot of D vs. q is smooth and monotonic decreasing and tends to

the value D - In p,/ In l, - 2.1506.. on the left and to the

-do c 4.

value D • In p,/ In I. • 0.2519.. on the right. Had our length

scale* been equal, the variation in q from -co to +» would scan

all probabilities from the smallest to the largest. Again if all

the probabilities were equal the variation in q would scan all

lengths from the largest to the smallest.

The f-e» curve is also smooth and exhibits a maximum.

Eqs.(2.21> and (2.22) imply that

and

< 0

(2.36)

(2.37)
ga2

Thus the f-a curve must have it's maximum at q • 0. From

eq.(2.23) we see that f _ • Dn. The slope of the f-a curve
max u

tends to ±co as q tends to ±«n. At q - 1, f(l> - a(l) and the

slope of the curve is unity. We can also see that the two

extremes of the curve otmin and

respectively. For the present example, f » 0 at these two

points. We shall see later that this is not always true.

correspond to D m and

For the one scale triadic Cantor set where 1/3

and p, - p, • 1/2, it can be shown that all D -s are equal to DQ

where DQ * •" 3. The f-a curve is a single point with a » f -

D.. This shows that there is only a single type of scaling

25

behavior.

An example where a two scale Cantor set occurs naturally in

a dynamical system is the period doubling cascade of the

logistic map [42]

<l-2xt
2> (2.38)

At values of K • ̂  the system gains a stable 2 periodic orbit.

The period doubling cascade accumulates at vm where the system

possesses 2m orbit (the Feigenbaum attractor), Halsey et al have

numerically generated the set of elements of this orbit for the

n - 11 cycle [3]. The iterates of x - 0 form a two scale Cantor

set. At each level of the construction of this set each length

t̂  is the distance between a point and the iterate which is

closest to it. The probability assignments are all equal. The D

vs q curve and the f-a curves were numerically obtained. The

curve for f-a is shown in fig.2.5. The a
min *"«* a-

determined by the largest and the shortest lengths in the

attractor. As has been shown by Feigenbaum, these have the

scales I * a n and I,
—ao FD +

* a respectively where

2.502907875... is the universal scaling factor (431. Since all

the probability assignments are equal so that p^

- 0.3777S.. and o ^ ^ - D

2~n we expect

a , • Dmin
In 2

0.7 5551.. These values are in good agreement with the

numerically determined end points of the graph. The maximum is
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at D_ - 0.537.. in agreement with the previous calculations of

the Hausdorff dimension for this set (see for example Ref.[45]).

Note that the universality of f(a) has been explicitly proved

for this set and some others [46],

We have seen that multifractal analysis is a very powerful

mea.od for the analysis of strange sets. It has therefore been

applied to a wide variety of systems, both theoretical and

experimental. He shall discuss some of these examples in the

next section.

safore we move to the next section we must mention one

important set of properties which cannot be included in the

framework of generalised dimensions described above. Since we do

not incorporate any information about the spatial location of

any length or the relative locations of lengths in our

definitions, we cannot get any information about the

connectedness of the set or any related properties from the

generalised dimensions. A generalisation capable of

incorporating such features may prove to be useful.
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3. Applications:

We now discuss some applications of multifractal analysis

to both computer simulations and experiments. Three of our

examples come from dynamical systems [3,13-14], one from crystal

growth [47), one from turbulent flows [6] and one from

astrophysics [48]. We also list several other applications to

diverse fields at the end of this section. Although all our

examples are analysed using the multifractal framework, the

details of data analysis differ. The recurrence time technique,

the box counting method and the method of delays have been used

for analysis. A brief description of these methods is Included

with the relevant example (the Rayleigh-Benard experiment, the

experiment on crystal growth and the astrophysical application

respectively).

3.1. Mode-locking structure in the circle map: Irrational

windings

Dynamical systems with natural or intrinsic frequency u
int

demonstrate very interesting and complicated behaviour when

driven by an external frequency ".-+ [49]. Most of the

interesting behaviour found in such systems can also be seen in

certain simple one dimensional maps which can be regarded as the

return maps of the Poincar* sections of the higher dimensional

dynamical system. One such map is the circle map [50]
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V °" h (2<tV- (3.1)

where O « (0,11 and is the ratio "int/
u
ext- "• ••* K<1. When the

bare winding number fl is close to a rational number, the system

tends to lock on to a rational frequency P/Q known as the

dressed winding number. The dressed winding number is constant

and rational for a small range of the O. This phenomenon is

called mode-locking. The plot of the dressed winding number

against the bare winding number shows a structure known as the

devil's staircase (See fig.3.1) [50]. At K > 1 the mode-locked

intervals almost occupy the entire O interval [0,11. The

remaining part corresponds to the set of irrational windings and

has a fractal dimension DQ - 0.87.. [SO], We now find the

generalised dimension for this set of irrational windings. The

changes in bare winding number determine the length scales t̂

and the changes in the dressed winding number determine the

measures p,. Calculations for 102b mode-looked intervals were

carried out by Halsey et al and the resulting f-a curve is shown

in fig. 3.2 (31. If equal probability assignments are made in

this set, there are interesting consequences which will be

discussed later (section 6.5).

3.2. The circle map: Quasiperiodic trajectories

Circle maps like the one in eq.O.l) exhibit a transition

to chaos via quasiperiodicity at K - 1 with dressed winding

number equal to the golden mean wQ [51-53], Halsey et al have
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numerically obtained the f-a curve for the quasi-periodic

trajectory with winding number wQ" (V5 - l)/2 131. They studied

the trajectory 8^' f<0), 6^ , e^, and truncated the

trajectory at i - 2584 - F1? where P1? is the 17th Fibonacci

number- The ratios of consecutive Fibonacci numbers constitute

successively closer approximations to the golden mean. If the

ratio F,-/F,_ is taken to be the approximation to w , then the

distances (calculated mod 1) constitute the closest

return to ©, and define natural acales for the partition. The

measures p. • 1/2584 can be attributed to each scale. The

assignment of equal probabilities is natural since the choice

of lengths above is such that each length is visited equally

often. The f-a plot obtained is shown in fig. 3.3 .

The theoretical curve discussed above was compared with

experiment in a very interesting mariner by Jensen et al (131.

The experiment studied a small Rayleigh-Benard convective system

with mercury as fluid in a small cell with a temperature

gradient applied between the top and bottom of the cell. The

system had two convective rolls. As the temperature gradient

across the cell was increased the systom underwent a Hopf

bifurcation into a time dependent periodic mode so that the

rolls started oscillating with frequency «int. This system was

perturbed by placing it in a horizontal magnetic field and

sending an electric ac current between the top and bottom of the

cell. The ratio of the frequency of oscillation and the
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frequency of the ac current u ̂  was chosen to b« the golden

n-jtiait. The temperature T at the bottom of the cell fluctuated as

a result of the interaction between the two oscillators. A time

series was obtained by the observation of the temperature signal

at discrete times separated by the period of forcing. A plot of

Tt+1 *" * function of T. is shown for 2500 observations of Tfc in

fig. 3.6 [131.

The analysis of the time series was done in the following

manner. Starting from a given point T, of the time series the

number of time steps m. required to return within a distance t

of the starting point were counted. This number m^ was the

time for the point T^. The probability p^( O was

to be the inverse of the recurrance time m.. The quantity

T was then calculated using eq.(2.1S) to get

(q-l)D,
In <p1d)

q"1> In <mi
1*q>

In t In t
(3.2)

where the brackets represent an average over all the trajectory

elements i. Here I « 1. The f and a were obtained using

eqs.(2.23) and (2.24).

The experimental data was analysed using a time-series of

2500 points embedded in three dimensional space. The

experimental values of {-a are shown as dots in fig. 3.5 and the

theoretical curve is the solid curve in the same figure. Note

that the theoretical curve is the same as Fig. 3.3, the f-a
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curve for the circle map. The error bars are plotted by varying

the range of I used. The errors are quite small in the positive

q regime (the leftmost branch of the curve), being of the order

of a few percent. The accuracy waa less for q negative (the

rightmost branch) being of the order of 10 %. The experimental

points show a good fit to the theoretical curve. Hence it can be

concluded that the the Rayleigh-BAnard system at the onset of

chaos and the circle map belong to the same universality class.

It should be noted that the raw experimental orbit in the

reconstructed phase space (fig. 3.k) is complicated and looks

nothing like the orbit of the circle map. However the f-a plot

clearly indicates that the two orbits are the same, at least up

to a universality class. No other method of analysis to date

permits such a strong conclusion. This example thus demonstrates

the power of the multifractal technique, and the ease of it's

application to experimental systems.

The system studied in the above experiment described above

has also been recently studied for values away from criticality

and the above picture is substantiated [541.

3.3. Arnold Tongues and the period doubling cascade:

Glazier et al applied the technique of multifractal

analysis to another interesting experiment performed with the

experimental set-up described above [141. If the ratio of <o. .,

the internal frequency of the system, to the forcing frequency

ltept a t * rational value, we have seen that the system"ext
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tends to mod©-lock, and Arnold tongues or locked regions can bo

in the phase diagram of the forcing frequency <*>ext to the

forcing amplitude *oxt- The example described above dealt with

the region between the tongues where the ratio wint/"«xt
 is

irrational and a transition to chaos takes place via

quasiperiodicity. If, instead, the system is kept on a tongue

while the forcing amplitude is increased, one observes a

multitude of periodic states as well as infinite cascades of

period doubling. Glazier et al examined the structure of a

specific tongue for wjJ,.t
/'t'ext * 8 / 1 3 <a rational approximation

to the golden mean) in the forced Rayleigh-Benard system

described above and studied the attractor obtained at the

accumulation point of one of the period-doubling sequences

observed in the tongue. Time series measurements were again made

for the temperature of the fluid at the bottom of the cell. The

f-a curve was obtained using the recurrence times according to

the method described in the previous section. The f-a curve

obtained ia plotted in fig. 3.6. As before, the theoretical

curve is the solid curve and the experimentally obtained points

are dots. Again the errors are larger for q negative (around

20*) than for q positive (6-8W). The experiment agrees with

theory within experimental error.

3.4. Diffusion limited aggregation: Crystal growth:

The diffusion limited aggregation (DLA) model proposed by

Witten and Sander [55] has proven useful in characterising a
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wide range of physical and chemical phenomena. The relevance of

the DLA model for crystal growth has been demonstrated by Ohta

and Honia using multifractal analysis [47]. They Investigate the

tnultifractal structure for the growing surface of a

two-dimensional irregular DLA-like crystal of ammonium chloride

(NHfcCl). DLA-like crystals were observed in a supersaturated

NH^Cl aqueous solution between two parallel glass plates.

Pictures of the crystal growing from a seed crystal were

successively stored in the memory of a computer through a

television image processor. The growth probability distribution

on the cluster surface was required to calculate the

multifractal spectrum. The growth probability estimates the

surface where random walkers launched far away from the cluster

can really reach, and is proportional to the normal component of

the flux density of diffusion particles. This in turn is

proportional to the gradient of the potential. Thus the Laplace

equation v^* » 0 is numerically solved on the two dimensional

square lattice. The observed cluster is taken to be an

equipotential. The diameter of the outer boundary is set greater

than three times the cluster diameter and is the other

equipotential. The growth probability was defined as

Pg(ro,t) * (3.3)

After the evaluation of pa'
r_«'t' ^ne cluster was covered by

boxes of size I and p ^ U was the sum of pa'ra,t> within the i
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box. The generalised dimension D was obtained from the slope in

the plots of In 1 vs In (Ep.(t)'l, The summation over i was
i *

obtained by adding the P^-s over all the boxes which contained a

part of the cluster. This is the box counting algorithm. The f

and a were obtained using eqs.(2.23) and (2.24). The resulting

f-ot curve is shown in fig.3.7. The results for DQ, a_

and a
m£ n" D^ agreed very well with the DLA simulations of

KayaJcawa, Sato and Matsushita [56] and the results of Halsey,

Harbin and Procaccia [5] showing that the DLA model is a good

model for two dimensional crystal growth.

3.5. An Astrophysical application: The X-ray luminosity of a

neutron star:

Atmanspacher et al have applied multifractal analysis [46)

to a time series ( Til representing the x-ray luminosity of the

neutron star Her X-l, observed by the European x-ray satellite

EXOSAT. The neutron star Her X-l forms a rotating binary system

with it's visible oompanion HZ Her. Her X-l accretes gaseous

matter from HZ Her due to it's strong gravitational potential.

This matter surrounds Her X-l in an accretion disk. Matter

streams down from this accretion disk onto the neutron star

surface where a strong magnetic field channels the matter to the

pola? regions. The deceleration of the infalling matter in the

vicinity of the star surface produces a significant x-ray

emission. Several distinct time periods exist in the system

leading to low dimensional chaos. The attractor can be analysed

using the multifractal technique in the following manner. The

correlation integral (leading to the correlation dimension D.)

is defined as

2C ( l) - lim (I - |x. - (3.4)

Here N is the number of data points recorded with the temporal

resolution T. The points x^ are to be constructed by the time

delay technique [57,58] as follows. Starting from any point T.

from the r components (T^,

of the time series a vector x^ in r dimensions is constructed

w n e r* *-"•

delay time At - Jr. This method of construction is based on

Taken's theorem [581. The choice of the value of r, T and J

depends on the system under consideration and the method of

choosing these parameters is discussed by Broomhead and King

[601. The dimension r of the vector x, was taken to be 20 in

this oase. The Heavlside function 6 (t - |) in eq.<3.4>

counts how many pairs of points (x^.x.) fall within the distance

l.

The correlation integral (eq.(3.4>) can be generalised to

arbitrary order by defining [591

C q ( i > - lim f-4-T \-k- E ®<l - lx f- * J ) 1 (3.5)
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Using this correlation integral, the dimension D is given by

In C qU)
O.6)

The f-oc curve can now be easily plotted using oqs.(2.23) and

(2.24) and is shown in fig.3.8.

3.6. Energy dissipation in fully developed turbulence:

Meneveau and Sreenivasan have studied the multifractal

nature of the energy dissipation in fully developed turbulence

[61. Several fully developed turbulent flows (two dimensional

wakes and boundary layers, nearly homogeneous and isotropic

turbulence behind grids etc.) are studied by them. The

tiiu<a-series variable was taken to be the straamwise velocity

component UjCt). It was assumed that (dUj/dt)2, the square of

the. velocity component in only one direction was representative

of the actual energy dissipation [61]. This is analysed using

the box counting method described earlier. The probability p. in

a given length is taken to be proportional to the total energy

dissipation in that length. The resulting f-a curve is shown in

fig.3.9. Neneveau and Sreenivasan found that the experimental

f-a curve is fitted well by a two scale generalised Cantor set

with l
2 "

 1/2 and Pi * °-7 a™* P2 * °-
3- allowed them

to conclude that the energy dissipation may be taking place by

the breaking up of an eddy into two smaller eddies with the
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energy divided in the proportion 7 : 3 .

3.7. Miscellaneous applications:

The applications mentioned in the previous sections

constitute a very small fraction of the many and diverse

applications of multifractal analysis. This type of analysis has

been used to analyse nonlinear behaviour in driven diode

resonator systems [IS] and Josephaon junctions [621 to find the

circle map type of universality. It has also been used to study

the depletion of diffusive substances near a polymer [63], and

for diffusion limited aggregation using an electrostatic

framework [641. Multifractal analysis has provided insights into

the scaling of random multiplicative processes [65), and that of

wave functions in disordered systems [7,12] and quasicrystals

[66]. There are many applications to the various aspects of

growth models like viscous fingering [67-68], dielectric

breakdown [69], dendritic patterns (701, aggregates [71] and

many others. This type of analysis has also been used to

demonstrate deviations from universality, as in an operation

amplifier relaxation oscillator driven by a sine wave [72] and

also to study deviations from criticality [73]. The multifractal

spectrum has also been calculated for the one-dimensional random

field Ising model and a connection obtained with the free energy

fluctuations of finite chains [7fc]. Some applications to fluid

dynamics and turbulent flows have already been mentioned, in

addition there are others like the study of the wake of an
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oscillating cylinder [75], and concentration and temperature

fluctuations in turbulent jets 176]. This list, despite it's

incomplete nature, should give an idea of the rich and varied

applications of multifractal analysis.

Before closing this section we should also mention that the

corrections to generalised dimensions resulting from the use of

finite data sets have also been systematically estimated by

Grassberger [77]. There have also been estimates of corrections

to the attractor dimension due to the effect of noise 178-79].
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4. Thermodynamic formalism for multifractals:

We now review the thermodynamic formalism for

multifractals. A formal analogy can be set up between the usual

formulation of thermodynamics and multifractal structure

[80-641. This was done by Feigenbaum [16], Felgenbaum's approach

assumes equal probabilities and hence has special relevance for

dynamical systems. He calls this the canonical formalism. He has

also set up a grand canonical formalism utilising finite stage

approximations to the final attractor. In addition Kohmoto has

set up a thermodynamic framework utilising unequal probabilities

[851. So far, the canonical formalism has proved the most

useful. It has provided a framework in which an analogy with

phase transitions can be discussed [24-25]. It also provides a

basis for the inversion technique discussed in the next section

[17]. We shall first set up the framework of the canonical

formalism, and discuss the construction of relevant quantities

such as the spin Hamiltonian and the transfer matrix. We discuss

the graphical technique of calculation, the framework for

unequal probabilities and the grand canonical ensenible. We

discuss the analogy with phase transitions at the end of the

section using the equal probability framework.

4.1. The Canonical Formalism:

_thConsider a set S. At the n stage of construction the set

consists of Nn intervals of lengths l[
nl, i • 1. 2,
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partition function of the set is given by (as in eqs.(2.S) and

(2.6)1,

(4.1)

If all the probability assignments are made equal i.e. p, • 1/N

and if rR - 0 ( 1 ) , we get

(4.2)

We now define the canonical free energy F(f») via the relation

(4.3)

It is understood that F becomes independent of n as n-«>.

Comparing eqs.(4.2) and (4.3) we see that

q • -F(fl) (4.4)

T " -f? (4.5)

Using eqs.CZ.9), (2.23) and (2.24) we get

q (4.6)

o> - l/F'tft) (4-7)

f - p-F{ft)/F'ift) (4.B)

The above set of equations constitutes the framework of our

formalism. We will now show that the f and a defined above are

the same f and a defined by Halsey et al [3] and discussed by us

in section 2. This can be done by setting up the microcanonical

ensemble corresponding to the above canonical ensemble. In the

process we will also see what sort of a Hamiltonian can give

rise to the above thermodynamics. We will find that our

formalism is consistent with a Hamiltonian of the Ising type.

4.2. The Microcanonical Ensemble, the Spin Hamiltonian, and the

Transfer Matrix:

We now try to obtain the microcanonical ensemble. Eq.(4.3)

can be written in the following form

»:F{n) - M n
(4.9)

where the E -a are the values taken by the operator H defined by

In l (n)

In M.
n

(4.10)

and N is the number of lengths for which is the same. The

index i can be replaced by the string (*n «0> in a manner

explained later. The operator H can clearly be regarded as the

Hamiltonian of the system.

Define a microcanonical entropy O(M> by
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B<E
In N

(4.11)

Thus, eq.(4.3) can be written as

(4.12)

The mierocanonical version of F is then obtained by the extremum

of s(E )-/1E and we get

P • f&- - s(E-) where ft • s'(E-) (4.13)

Eqs.U.7) and U.B) now follow from the Identifications

s<E-)/E- (4.14)

and the Legendre transformation. Since the probabilities are
1/E-

equal we have p » N * I l . Also, N- is the number of

intervals with a - 1/E- which by eqs.(2.2O) and (2.23) is

I a . Thus a and f are the singularity strength and frequency

as defined by Halsey et al [3].

We now try to see the connection with the Ising spin

system. We first describe the procedure for a general case and

illustrate it later with examples. To obtain the spin

Hamiltonian it is necessary to switch from the present length

index i to an c-labelling obtained in the following manner. If
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* »•

N " a than the indices 1 can be replaced by strings (c ,...,*_)

where each e^ can take k values, k bains such that (k-l)n < an <

k . To see how this string arises, we note that at any stage,

say m, a given length at the previous stage is replaced by at

most k lengths. Thus, a symbol c can bo defined to identify

each of these lengths. Since a length I, is obtained in n

stages, a string of symbols ..,cQ) can uniquely label the

length. We also define a scaling function ate c_) given by

• V
•V (4.15)

The scaling function cr(«n,...eQ) may depend on all the *. or on

some of them, i.e. they may depend on the entire history of

construction or a part of it. tf the scaling function has a long

memory it can be written in the general form

•<*„••••

where hi1', k[2',

i 0 x

(4.16)

are the parameters which

depend on the scaling ratio. The length lic
n
 CQ> c a n be

written as product of successive scaling ratios and will also

have a similar form. Then using eq.(4.10) the Hamiltonian is

given by
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-H<*

r E
L i-o

(n In a)

where h^1', k

i-0

(2)

n-2
• E l
1-0

(2).
>'"*n ]

.'2)

(4.17)

are related to the parameters

. k(2) '(n). This is clearly a one-dimensional

Hacniltonian of the Ising type if the ct'a a r e taken to be spins.

Note that this Hamiltonian corresponds to the energy per site,

where n, the stage of construction of the set, corresponds to

the number of sites. The range of interaction r depends on the

number of on which the scaling
"• n' *n-l n-r'

functions depend; i.e. on the memory of the scaling function. In

most cases, the scaling functions for large n depend on only a

few *-a and the dependence falls off asymptotically. Thus the

Hamiltonian is short-ranged (but multispin) in many cases of

interest.

We note that the choice of the scaling functions is not

unique. In the Feigenbaum approach we choose l-s such that the

scaling function depends most strongly upon the high order

digits of the symbol sequence. It is also possible to obtain

scaling functions in a manner in which the dependence empasises

the first elements of the symbol sequence. This has been called

the Ruelle-Bowen-Sinai approach. The two approaches have yielded

aiir.ilar thermodynamics for some seta [86}.

We can also define a transfer matrix consistent with the

above ideas for the set under consideration. For this, consider
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the ratio anq to a ( n + 1 ) q. Then by eq. (4.2), we have

n+1....* V •••*<>

This can be written in the form

n+1.•--.*«

n 0

(4.19)

We see that aq is an eigenvalue of a transfer matrix T where

*l|T|*n ci' n n 1 1

(4.20)

The transfer matrix is a very useful quantity as it's eigenvalue

aq is related to the free energy F(f?), the free energy being -q

(eq.(4.4)). We shall also see, in the next section, that the

transfer matrix is crucial for the inversion procedure. We will

now illustrate the above formalism with some simple examples.

4.3. Examples and tha graphical technique:

4.3.1. Two scale Cantor set

Consider a two scale Cantor set shown in fig.4.1. The
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construction of this type of Cantor set has already been

ascribed in section 2.4. Hera we take p1 - p2_ At each stage

each length gives rise two lengths, the left one scaling as a

and the right one scaling as »2. At a given stage n we label the

o^ branch with the index * n • 0 and the <*2 branch with the index

eR • 1. Each length can now be unambiguously labelled with the «

sequence of the stages of its development. We show such a

labelling for the n - 2 stage in fig.4.1. Note that the last

stage is the First index. Observe that the length at the n**1

stage can be written as

'""*•» V (4.21)

In the present case the scaling function <r\. e c )

(eq.U.ISM depends only on *n and can be written in the form

ff(*n V " *<•„> " °X (ft.22)

Using eq.U.3) we get

,'V'i1

1
E <
c-0

Hence,

In 2 (4.23)

Eq.(4.23) together with eqs.(4.7) and (4.B) reproduce the f(o>)

th
4.3.2. Four scale Cantor set:

Consider a Cantor set whose lengths at the n"* stage of

construction are given by

V

(4.24)

Here the scaling function defined in eq.(4.1S) depends on two

indices *n and * . and we can write

(4.25)

where the transfer matrix T is given by

(4.26)
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Denoting the larger eigenvalue of T by \{fl), we get the

expression for the free energy as

where

Ftp) - -In \l(t) / In 2

-A. • [[ x 2 * ) •

(4.27)

(4.29)

The D or f(o) curves can now be obtained by using e?s.(4.6> to
q

(4.8). Notice that the f(a) spectrum depends only on the

combination o',0'* *n<^ h o n c e cannot characterise all the four

scales. Using eqs.(4.10) and (4.24) the spin Hamiltonian turns

out to be

l n

(4.29)

where t, take values 0 or 1. If we regard the Indices «. as

Ising spins, the identity of the form of eq.(4.29) with a one

dimensional Ising Haniltonian with magnetic field and nearest

neighbour interactions is obvious. The nearest neighbour nature

of the interaction of the Hamiltonian could have been inferred

from the fact that the scaling function depends on just two

indices * , * ,. By the same token, it can be easily seen thatn n~i

the Hamiltonian of the two scale Cantor set corresponds to free

spins in an external field.

4.3.3. The Graphical Technique :

We now discuss a convenient technique for the computation

of the free energy to arbitrary order. Assume that the transfer

matrix is defined to some order. Then our object is to obtain

the free energy by obtaining the largest eigenvalue of the

eigenvalue equation

det(X-T) - 0. (4.30)

Let X • z . Then eq.(4.18) can be written in the form

u - detd- zT) - 0 (4.31)

We give a graphical prescription for writing the above equation

using the example of the four scale Cantor set. This graphical

prescription is due to Feigenbaum (16) who illustrated it using

the example of the golden mean rotation which involves three

length scales. The transfer matrix for this ease can be obtained

by setting the fourth length scale (erfc) in the transfer matrix

of the four scale Cantor set equal to zero.

We start with the 2x2 transfer matrix given in eq.(4.26).

The eigenvalue equation is

This equation can be obtained by setting up a "transition graph"

with nodes labelled by the allowed c^ values 0, 1. (See

fig.4.2). Since T(0,0) • o^\ we associate the transition
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amplitude zaf with the transition 0 •» 0. The graphs can be

manipulated by the rules shown In fig.4.3. tf we now set the

sum,of products of transition amplitudes along paths beginning

and ending at any one node equal to one we get the eigenvalue

equation. If one sums all the cycles starting at the node zero

and returning to It in fig.<4.2), the procedure described above

gives

(4.33)

It cvm be seen that eq (4.33) is precisely the the eigenvalue

equation (4.32). It can be easily seen that this procedure works

for higher orders. Consider the 4x4 transfer matrix Tfc for the

above problem. Then the transfer matrix has the form

<T

<

°z

V
"3

°1

"4
(4.34)

The transition graph for this order is shown in fig.4.4. Summing

all the cycles stating at node 00 and returning to it we get

(4.35)
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This is a fourth order equation in z. The eigenvalue equation

for the four scale Cantor set (eq.(4.331) is recovered with the

i d e n t i f i c a t i o n cr ' • o , a' • a a , at' • o^o , or' • CF.CT , erl •

. °'6 • » 2<
r
3. *nd <r'9 • Cj. Setting a^ - 0 gives the

golden mean results. The procedure is easily generalisable to

higher order. The free energy is easily found from the largest

eigenvalue of the equation.

We ahall now show that the most important properties of the

free energy are determined by the cycles of shortest length For

this consider the simple example of the two scale Cantor set

which constitutes a good approximation to period doubling

dynamics. The transition graph for this system can be obtained

by setting a and o, "I11*! to o\ and a and <?. equal to o' in

fig. 4.2. The eigenvalue equation is

1 -Z (a*' J + o'2
ft) - 0 ( 4 . 3 6 )

If o' < <r'2 , z"
1-.,*> v'^* and

 r" 1«* a ) °2- Then by eq.(4.7) we have

nun
, In 1/2

in a'x

In 1/2

In o\
(4.37)

We see that the two extremes of the f-a curve are determined by

the transition amplitudes of the one-cycles of the transition

graph. Thus the shortest cycles determine the most prominent

properties of the f-a curve (and also of the free energy).
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In the case of the attractora of dynamical systems the

lengths of the attractor can be indexed by an index t where the

t is just the number of time steps required to image a

' into i|n), and is given bygiven length

V (4.381

Here the T, are successively longer close return times, each T^

being the number of time steps required to return to the

starting length in the i approximation to the attractor

[16,97], Then the number of nodes, the allowed links on the

graph and the distribution of short cycles axe determined by the

structure of the close return times of the system. Thus

quantities like the free energy or the f-a curve actually encode

information about the return time properties of the dynamical

system [16]. Recently, there have been suggestions that in the

case of chaotic attractors these short cycles encode the

characteristics of the attractor [80], This feature may prove to

be important in future studies of chaotic attractors.

4.4. The Grand Canonical version:

We have already seen that the total number of sites n in

our spin Hamiltonians correpond to the stage of construction of

the attractor. and the n-»» limit is necessary to recover the

exact attractor. Since, in practice one often analyses seta at a

finite stage of construction, it in interesting to construct a
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Grand canonical thermodynamic formulation.

We can define a free energy Q for this ensemble such that

(4.39)

Then the canonical value of 0 is given by

Q - -ti In z + Fn In Mn (4.40)

where n is determined by «S/*i|n - • 0. Thus

-n/z (4.41a)

Then, writing 0 - In u for n -•> », eq. (4.41a) takes the form

u'/u - - ii/« (4.41b)

Also u—*0 as n—•*<*>, i.e.

uip,t) - 0 (4.42)

Writing M a an, eq.(4.39) takes the form
n

(In a) t(fl) - In * + lim G/n

In z + lim |- i,.1

u-«0

- In a

Thus,

Flft) • In z(f?)/ln a

where

u(f».z(f?) 1=0

Using eq.(4.3) in eq.(4.39)

(4.43)

(4.44)
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n t

detd -«T>
(4.45)

where T le the transfer matrix of the problem C16).

We now try to evaluate u by successive approxinatlona. To

obtain u we must raise lengths at the n stage to the power p

multiply by zn and sum over all lengths and all n. The order of

succastive approximations to u and thus to the free energy, is

determined by the number of c-a retained.

The quantity e" '^ is extremised for the value of z for

which u • 0. This occurs for z - 1/K where X is the largest

eigenvalue of the transfer matrix of the problem. The quantity

Tip) is then the canonical free energy. The graphical technique

described earlier for the evaluation of the free energy can be

utilised for the evaluation of u by replacing each transition

graph amplitude <P by zcP.

This completes the framework for equal probabilities. We

shall briefly describe the framework for unequal probabilities

before turning to the applications of the equal probability

thermodynamic formalism: phase transitions 124-25] and the

inversion procedure [17],
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4.5. Unequal probabilities:

The case of unequal probabilities has been dealt with by

Kohmoto [85]. We define the generalised free energy by

(4.46)

where r(q,f?) is the partition function

Hq. f l •

- E N ( E M , C 0 e
(In

(4.47)

where we have used p. • t " and N(E ,<*) is the number of lengths

with the same value of E and a. We now define a generalised

entropy S(E ,<*) via the relation

s < V "
In N(E. ,<«>

(4.48)

The partition function is maximised by

«q + ft

and

(4.49)

(4. 50)
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This gives

(4.51)

The index f of Halaey et al is given by

f - S<E-.<O/E- (4.52)

It can ba shown that whan tha probabilities are equal the above

treatment reduces to that of the previous subsections.

4.6. Phase transitions and the thermodynamics formalism:

The equal probability thermodynamic formalism for

multifractals and the construction of a spin Hamiltonian permits

us to draw a number of analogies between phase transitions in

spin systems and phenomena occuring in the multifractal

framework. Nonanalyticities in the generalised dimensions can be

interpreted as phase transitions. These transitions signal a

crossover from the dominance of one type of length scales to

another in the partition funotion of the system.

An example of this kind of change-over was observed by

Katzen and Procaooia [25] in the invariant measure of the

logistic map xt - fcxMl-x^), xfc« [0,1]. It ie well known that

the invariant measure of the map has the explicit form p(x) -

n"1(x (l-x)J~1/2 and has the interval C0,l] as support [421.

Using this it was seen that the generalised dimensions of the

set were given by [89]
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for q < 2

for q >2

(4.53a)

U.53b)

There is clearly a nonanalyticity at q - 2. Katsen and Procaccia

[25] have obtained the scaling functions of the set using

eq.(4.15) and a binary labelling for the *., These scaling

functions are plotted in fig.4.5. It can be clearly seen that

all values of the scaling function cluster around o - 1/2 ,but

the extreme ratios M-1,-1,-1,... ) and 1(1,1,1....) fall off as

1/4. There are thus two types of lengths in the formalism,

(2n-2) lengths going as (l/2)n and two lengths going as (1/4)"

Assuming equal probabilty assignments the generalised dimension

D (eq.(2.14H can thus be written in tha form

T « lim min
n *oo L In 1/2

f In <2n-
L in i/2n

-2)2"nq In
In 1/4

n J (4.54)

It can be easily seen that for q < 2 the first term dominates

i.e. the 1/ 2n lengths dominate. For q > 2 the second term

dominates so that the leading behaviour is due to the l/4n

lengths. Thus the nonanalyticity in T or D arises due to a

switch from the dominance of one type of lengths to another (see

fig. 4.6 for a plot of q against T ) . This has been interpreted

as a phase transition from a fully ordered state (-1,-1,-1,...)

and (1,1,1, ) to a disordered state [25]. To argue that this
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is a true phase transition the spin interactions have been

extracted from the sealins function. It was found that there

were no odd-spin interactions and that the two spin interactions

were short rained. The phase transition, however came from

multispin ferromagnetic interactions so that Fisher's droplet

model [901 was found to be relevant. The energy per spin of a

cluster of n spins was proposed to be of the form

n"" - C - , n-*« (4.55)

Th?.s form is similar to that obtained in the droplet model and

gave estimates for the transition "temperature" PQ which were in

reasonable agreement with the numerically obtained values. We

comment on this form of the energy in the section on

stage-dependent sets (section 6 >.

An order parameter has been defined for the transition in

tho logistic map and is of the form <s^> (91]. The weaX

an^sotropy required to trigger the transition is provided by

k«Going one spin in the lattice fixed and forming the partition

function sum over only half the states, the ones with this spin

fixed. A numerical calculation of this order parameter shows a

first order transition at negative temperatures. The negative

temperature arises due to the fact that the ft can be both

positive and negative. For a consistent thermodynamic

Interpretation for negative P, the system can be regarded as

being equivalent to a statistical mechanics problem with
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positive temperature but with inverted energies.

Katzen and Procaccia [2S] have also analysed another phase

transition, that occurring in the Julia set of the complex map

z'-i + 0.25. However the transition occurring here is much more

complex and it's discussion is deferred till section 6.5.
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5 The Inverse problem:

This section reviews one of the most spectacular successes

of multifractal framework. In the context of dynamical systems,

the multifractal measure arises out of a tine ordered process

like an iteration or a continuous flow. The resulting measures,

which are characterised by the generalised dimensions or by the

C-a curve, are however "static" objects which aro invariant

undfcr the dynamics. Thus it appears that there is a complete

loss of dynamic information. This is fortunately not true.

Feigenbaum, Jensen and Procaccia [17] have constructed an

ingenious inversion procedure by which the dynamical process

that is responsible for the construction of the measure can be

read off from the generalised dimensions. Thus the multifractal

exponents do contain information about the dynamical process

itself and this information can be decoded. The power of the

method was demonstrated by it's originators by it's application

to an experimental system, the forced Rayleigh-B*nard convective

system discussed in Section 3.2 and 3-3. The application of the

inversion procedure to the generalised dimensions obtained from

the experimental data successfully exposed the correct

underlying dynamics. He shall review both the procedure and it's

application in this section.

5.1. The Inversion Procedure:

This procedure is based on the thermodynamic formalism

ei

discussed in the previous section. We map the process of

refinement of the fractal measure to the transfer matrix theory

of an appropriate Isin* model. We repeat some of the equations

set up in section 4 in order to make this section

self-contained. We again start with a set partitioned into N
n

distinct pieces of length ij"', i-1,...Nn at the nth stage of

refinement. We make equal probability assignments so that p. -

(T1. Substituting this assignment in the partition function of

eq.(2.5) and (4.1), we get as in ©q.U.2) before,

* B )r T (5.1)

Typically, the number NR 3 a
n. Then at successive stages of

refinement of the set we have

„<»(*, El l{ n + i >r T

n+X . i 1

,(n) ,-T (5.2)

We shall be able to show that

Mr) (5.3)

is an eigenvalue of the transfer matrix relating successive

stages of refinement. We now switch to the c-labelling of the

lengths. For situations where a < 2 the c^ take binary values 0
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and 1. For 2 i a < 3 we need *^ that take ternary values etc.

Thus eq.(5.2) can be written in the form

T " M T >

n+1 1-" 0

Then using the definition of the scaling function eq.(4.l5), we

can write

n' n 1' 1

M T J E )M*n *„)!" (5.5)

If we now define a transfer matrix T with elements

»•*<«_ n+1 0 *n.*n « ,*'

(5.6)

It can be seen that M r ) is an eigenvalue of T. We have already

seen that sets arising in dynamical systems may possess long

range or short range interactions and may or may not possess

multispin interactions in the equivalent spin hamiltonian. We

know however that for sets which belong on the border-line of

chaos, the memory usually falls off exponentially, so that the

scaling, function probably does not depend on a large number of
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c-s. Thus low order approximations to the transfer matrix may be

sufficient to analyse the attractors of such systems. We shall

now see whether, in the case of such sets, anything can be said

about the dynamics from the information about the generalised

dimensions D and the spectrum of scaling indices f(a). We are

interested in finding the winding number, the type of dynamical

system (e.g. one characterised by a quadratic maximum, a cubic

inflection point, etc.). and the elements of the scaling

function. It will be seen that the first two of these will be

found completely and the last one will be obtained in part.

We apply these ideas to two cases of sets with binary «-s.

The first is the 2 cycle of period doubling and the second is

the critical golden mean irrational winding number w •
a

1.618...

We follow the following strategy for the extraction of

dynamical information. Start with the 2x2 approximation to the

transfer matrix. The general characteristic polynomial is

0 (5.7)

We see that <yQ^ and e» Q appear only as a product. Thus M T )

depends only on thre* scales:

0 -O-Q . We can sub

eq.(5.7) to obtain

"00- "2 "11

can substitute the fractal dimension DQ (q-0) in

M-D Q>

6<t

(5.9)



This, can be used to eliminate one of the three scales. Since

M T ) • aq , we have «n equation with three unknowns, two

scales and the winding number a. Knowing 0 and therefore r(q>

the equations can now be solved using a multidimensional

Newton- Raphaon techni<iue.

5.2. Applications :

It can be easily verified that the procedure works for

theoretical data that axe perfectly accurate like that obtained

from the Cantor set. However, it can be demonstrated that the

procedure works well even for the experimental data which are

subject to some uncertainty. Experimental data from the forced

Rayleigh-B*nard experiment for period doubling and the golden

mean orbit described in section 3, is used to demonstrate this

procedure. The data used consists of the q and T(q) values

obtained from the experiment. These are summarised in Table I.

Choosing any three values of T from the data, eqa.(S.3), (5.7)

and (5.8) are solved numerically. Typical results of this

procedure are listed in Table II. It can be seen that for the

golden mean data the use of any three reasonably accurate values

of T leads to a very rapid convergence to c**3 0 and the number

a is very close to the golden mean.

One can see that o.* should be zero from the following

argument. Since the golden mean is less than two the binary tree

cannot be complete and the transfer matrix must have zero
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elements. To see which of the elements are zero, we use the fact

that at the onset of chaos the time ordering of the orbits

exactly matches the c-ordering of the partitions. If the time is

expanded (See eq. (4.38)) in Fibonacci numbers Fn> i.e.

(5.9>

where P +1» F + F . and F- • F, » 1, we discover immediately

that adjacent 1-s cause an overflow of the time axle. Thus o^,

the element connecting two consecutive 1-s, must be zero.

Now taking the correctly obtained values of the golden mean

winding number and <?.. as a strong indication of the existence

of a golden mean orbit, we can substantiate this inference by

going to the next order where the transfer matrix has the form

000

0

°ioo

0

001

0

0

°010

0

0

0

0

0

(5.10)

It can be shown that there are only two independent scales in

(5,10). Assuming that a - 1.618, any two values of i-(q) can be

used to solve for these scales. A very good fit is obtained for

"000 ± 0.03 and «'OOO«'O1O«'1O1- ±0.03.

A sijnilar analysis can be done for the period doubling case
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"ooo
can be seen that s

-1
1
-3

"101 =

and yields satisfactory results. Again typical results are

summarised in Table II. Notice that a turns out to be 2, as it

should, and that no element of T is aero.

Our results contain a substantial amount of information

about the dynamical system as well. In the period-doubling case,

the scales obtained are a number (O'QQ) and it's s<iuare (o^)-

This is an indication of a map with a quadratic maximum. In the

golden mean case, the fit to the fcxfc matrix gives values for

,. Comparing "0QQ
m »x with s2 -

. This is consistent with

ot ~ and ^noo ~ ° ' where a is the universal number a •

1.2SS8. This behaviour is expected in a map with cubic

inflexion point. The inversion procedure has thus identified the

underlying dynamics of the system correctly.

We now make a few comments about the details of the

procedure. Positive values of q give better results and converge

faster. If the data were inconsistent with a winding number a <

2, a fit to a 2x2 matrix would have failed. In this case one

would have to try a 3x3 matrix as the lowest approximation. Of

course the difficulties in the implementation of the procedure

increase as the site of the matrix increases.

We have thus seen that it is possible to retrieve dynamical

information from the knowledge of the multifractal procedure.

The multifractal procedure had been called the procedure of

"mashed potatoes" as it filters out the universal features of

the system from it's details [41]. The inversion procedure in
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effect retrieves whole potatoes from mashed potatoes, as it

extracts dynamical information from static information.

The inversion procedure has successfully obtained two types

of information about the dynamical system. The first is the

manner of construction of the attractor or strange set (i.e.

it's hierarchical scaling structure), the second is the dynamics

on the attractor. Since the inversion procedure reveals the

hierarchical scaling structure of the set it's utility is not

confined to dynamical systems alone and it should be useful

wherever scaling structures arise.

The inversion procedure has managed to extract dynamics in

the sense of the winding number and the nature of the underlying

process. However it is only partially successful in extracting

out the sealing functions. Certain scaling functions always

appear in products in the formalism and cannot be independently

resolved. A degeneracy of a similar kind can be observed in the

four scale Cantor set discussed in section 4.2. The dynamical

information obtained is thus incomplete. A way of supplementing

this information, if found, would be of considerable interest.
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6. Stage dependence and it's consequences:

Our discussion so far was largely concerned with sets which

have no dependence on the stage of construction. Such sets have

exactly self-similar behaviour. However, many sets do not have

such perfect self-similarity [18-22]. In fact in natural systems

one expects that partial scale invariance would arise far more

often than strict or perfect scale invariance. The multifractal

formalism discussed up to this point proves inadequate for

handling such partially scaling seta. The formallam needs to be

extended to handle such situations [21-22]. This requires the

postulation of new dimensions. We shall discuss this extension

of the formalism in this section.

6.1. General formalism :

Consider a set S in an embedding space of dimension

Cover the set minimally with boxes of size t̂  *, where î

lengths such that l^ S I and i - 1, 2 N, N being the total

number of boxes. Associate a probability measure Pi with each

length l±. We define a partition function as in sq.(2.5),

r<q.(R.j,p.,),T,(Tkl,.5q,(fi£>,l> - £ P i L<l V i (6.1)

The gauge function [40] is now written in a more general form

and is given by
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V

where

* !*"„

ln (k )<x>

I! I

- ; r
J c > l •-

r
exp ( 0 ) (x)

ln ( 0 ( (x> -

(6.2)

(6.3a)

(6.3b)

and m, n and r are characteristic of the set S and v and « are
q q

constants. Note that even more general forms for the gauge

function are possible and can be found in the book of Hardy

[92). We now define the partition function in the limit I—.0 as

R j . p J . T . I r ) , 6 ( « » ] ) » l i m r i q . l R , p | , T , ( t 1 , 4 | d " ) , ( )
JJ *• t H J..Q J J x q q

( 6 . * )

In section 2.2 the condition of eq.(2.8) defines a unique value

T(q) by requiring the partition function to be finite and

nonzero. The same condition now defines unique values of

(Rj.Pj), T, (T^l, 6 , and {<S*I i.e. r is finite and nonzero for

these unique values and is either infinity or zero otherwise.

Th« unique value of T defines the generalised dimension

(eq.<2.9>> as in Section 2.2. We now introduce additional

dimensions, namely the exponential dimensions EJ and the
q

logarithmic dimensions D^ through the relations
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¥
m

and

T k "

( 6.5a)

(6.5b)

Thu quantities 6 and 16*) which arise from the additive terms
q q

in the gauge function are known as the metadimenaion and the

logarithmic metadimensions respectively.

6.2. Logarithmic dimensions and metadimsnsions :

We will first consider the case where all the exponential

dimensions are zero. The case where the exponential dimensions

are nonzero will be considered in subsection 6.5. Here we set

all p, » 0 in the gauge function of eq,(6.2). Thus the power law

term l^"T defines the leading behaviour in the limit t—0. The

steps leading from eq.(2.l2) to eq.(2.14) can be repeated for

the gauge function of eq.(6.2). We note that the presence of

additional terms in the gauge function do not contribute in the

limit and the expression (2.14) for D remains unchanged i.e. we

have

llm min [ In (NJPJ*

In ls
(6.6)

Since the power law in the gauge function dominates the same 5

(say J) which minimises the right hand side of eq.<6.6) or

maximises the partition function needs to be considered to
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extract the contribution of the logarithmic and additive

corrections. It is now possible to obtain explicit expressions

for D , 6 and £*. To see this, let us consider the simple case

when only the dimensions

function (eq.(6.2)> is

D and are nonzero. The gauge

VV (6.71

For j-J, we get rmax* the maximum contribution to the partition

function and we can write

(6.8)

Taking logs, dividing by lni2)(l/Lj) and taking the limit !_,—.0

we get

V0
(6.9)

Explicit expressions for the other dimensions can be obtained

using a similar procedure with the full gauge function and wo

get

rlim

In
(6.10)
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Also,

6 - lim
q J ,*n In

>- M -I]
(6.11)

and

lim

where

(6.12)

V m
I q rt (6.13)

It itay happen that In eq.(6.6) two or more length scales give

the same minimum and hence the same dimension D . If this is the

case the expression for D*, eq.(6.9) needs the following

modification. Minimise the expression for D in the large

parentheses of eq.<6.9) for all the j-s which give the same

value of D . If again more than one J give the same value of D .

repeat the minimisation with respect to this subset of j-s for

D and continue till only a single 5 value contributes,
q

If

logarithmic dimensions also cannot pick a unique i value,

determine <5 <eq.(6.8>> for all such j values and the minimum of
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this gives the metadimension. Again if necessary go to 6*
q

(eq.(6.9)> to complete the reduction to a single i.

The explicit expressions for the different dimensions

obtained above (eq.(6.6) and eqs.(6.9) to (6.12)) are very

useful in evaluating the entire spectrum of dimensions, and give

closed forms for many cases. They allow corrections to be

evaluated order by order till they no longer contribute. This is

due to the fact that the procedure has successfully isolated

each order of divergence. This results in giving direct and

explicit expressions for each dimension, leading to simplicity

in calculations. This will be illustrated in the examples

discussed below.

6.3. Singularity structure :

Now we turn to the singularity structure of the sets with

logarithmic dimensions. For simplicity, we do not consider the

additive corrections. For a general singularity the probability

p, can be written as

i° n [
k-l

(6.It)

where we introduce new singularity indices I â l to characterise

the logarithmic part of the singularity. The singularity indices

can take a range of values. The number of singularities in the

range a' to a' + da' and ( ô l to I a' * do^) ie given by



lit

k-1

- f t a ' . f a / ) ) m . . . f . ( o . ' , { o M )
) I , K T1 t l n l J ' ( l / t f ) ] 3 * ( 6 . 1 5 )

J " l

where f and { f.) are the fractal dimensions of the subset of

singularities of strength a' and (a^} and pta',{a^}) is the

weight factor. Using the singularity picture we can write

n

x k-1
(6.16)

where H^ is the number of boxes of size l^ and probability p..

The above analysis reduces to that of section 2.3 when all (a/)

and (fj) equal to zero.

Let us consider the simple case when a' and a^ (and f and

f^) are nonzero. The integrand of eq.(6.16) can be written as

Pla' ,cn̂ +qa' (6.17)

In the limit I—»0 the maximum of the exponent in eq.(6.17)

contributes dominantly to the integral. This picks the value a'

• a(q) and a'i - a^tq). For these values it turns out that f is

independent of o^ and ft is independent of a. We get the
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following relations between the indices,

(6.18a)

(6.18b)

The generalised dimension and the logarithmic dimension are

related to the indices through

(6.19a)

(6.19b)

Consequently if we know D and D we can deduce the singularity

strengths as

a(q) (q-l)Dq

4 5 (q-1)Di

(6.20a)

(6.20b)

The above analysis of singularities is easily extended to the

higher-order logarithmic corrections. Explicit expressions for a

and lev) are easily obtained using eq.(6.14t> and the 5, say J,

which minimises eq.(6.6). They are
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In
a - lim (6.21)

In

In
a. - lim

J

k-1

i-1 (6.22)

UsIn* eq.<6.19) the f and (f̂ l can easily evaluated.

6.4. Examples :

6.k.1. The Cantor set with unequal lengths and unequal holes :

Consider a generalisation of the Cantor set [21-221 as

shown in fig.6.1, which shows the first three stages of

construction. Start with the interval [0,1] as the zeroth stage.

In the first stage we make a hole of size h1, leaving two

segments of length t and I on either side of the hole such

that l,/ l, - A/(l-A) where 0 < A <1. He assign probabilities p..

and p, to the segments l^ and I,, respectively, such that p1 +

P - 1. At the second stage we make a hole of size h.l. <n2la'

in the segment ij <12> and the remaining lengths «*•« again in

the ratio A : (1-A). The probability corresponding to each

segment of the earlier stage is divided in the ratio P1 : p.,. At

the n stage of the construction,

(6.23a)
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(6.23b)

Hi Fl P2 i • o, l, (6.23c)

Using eq.(6.6) for D ,

This gives

D^ - lim

where

- lim - \ min i-l_
n*»q x 0<j<n I In tj J

f ln<n-llUl + i q l n Pi * (n-illn p_l
min ( n j ) l r t ' ^ ?J (6.
<jSnl nln lln + J In A +(n-i )ln( 1-A> J

1/n

(6.24)

2 5 )

(6.26)

Using Stirling approximation, and minimising the square bracket,

we get the condition

ln[Xn(1-A)] -lnp2ln(AXn>» - ln[Xn(l-*)]lnr -ln(AXn)ln(l-r)

(6.27)

where r • i/n. In the limit n—«o, eq.(6.27) takes the form

q{lnPlln[X(l-A)J -lnp2 ln(AX)} - lntX(l-A)] Inr -ln(AX)ln(1-r)

(6.29)

where

x - lim x (6.29)
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Solving eq.(6.28) for r, we get

, t-rlnr -(:

tlnX + rlnA + U-r>ln<l-A>]

<l-r)qlnp2]
(6-30'

For A - 1/2 we get

q q-l In X/2

_ In (l/2>
fn (X/2) ' Pi " P2

<6.31a>

(6.31b)

To obtain D we use eq.<6.9). After some simplification, we get

nllnX -

Similarly,

nD
D' - - lim

n-«o

Again,

In
6 • lim

n-»oo

^ n-» In n
(6.32)

i (lnX -lnXn)+D_lnn+Dhn[-lnXn-rlnA -a-r)ln( l-

ln t 2 )n

(6.33)

-rlnA -< q -

+ rlnA + (l-r)ln(l-A)]

(6.3b)

The singularity indices f and a are obtained as follows. In the

leading order using oq.(6.21) we can write
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a - lim (6.35)

This gives, in the limit n—>0,

+ (l-r)lnp

+ (1-rUnElUl-AM (6.36)

Similarly, to leading order.

(6.37)

This implies

r lnr * (l-r)ln(l-r)
rln(XA) + ( (6.38)

To the next order, using eq.(6.22) we have

lim (6.39)

which after some simplification leads to

• a l i m

nllnX - lnX )

tn addition.

(6.tO)
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(6.41>

This leads to
nllnX - lnX )

f lim n

n-»oo In n
(6.42)

We now evaluate the dimensions explicitly for two special cases.

Cttse (a): We choose the sequence of holes according to the hole

function

b + c/i (6.43)

where 0 < b, |c|, |b+c| < 1. Eq.(6.26) can be written as

ln( 1-b I +

+ ....

+ In n) + .... (6.

where C is the Buler-Mascheroni constant. Thus, eq.(6.29) gives

X • l~b. The generalised dimensions D can only be obtained

after solving eq.<6,29) explicitly. The logarithmic dimension

D , however, can be obtained in terms of I) and is given by

We also get

for all Jc>2

(6.45a)

(6.45b)
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(6.45c)

(6.45d)

*„ - 0 , for all k>2

Note that D and D have the same q dependence. For the choice A

» 2/5, b - 1/8, c « 1/4 and p, - 1/3, p.

against q in fig.6.2. The asymptotic values axe D

2/3, D is plotted

ln<P1»/ln(XA) - 0.6292.. and D. B • ln(p2>/ln[X<1-AI] - 1.0464.

We also plot D* against q in the same figure. Note that in this

case D takes negative values. The leading dimensions D (and
q q

<5 ) must always be positive. However, the corrections D (and
q q

<5*> can take positive or negative values. Negative values are

ruled out only when the leading dimensions are zero. This is

clear from the above example. Fox- the above choice of a, b and

c, the plot of f verses a (eqs.(6.36) and (6.36)) is shown in

fig.6.3. Using eqs.(6.40) and (6.42) we get

57E (6.46a)

< 6.46b)

The plot of and is also shown in fig.6.3. The comment made

above regarding the signs of 0 and D also holds good for f, a

and (fk), < V

Case (b): Here, the hole function is chosen to be
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i

(6.47)

In this case we get X - 1. D has to be obtained numerically,

ir, the other dimensions are

0 , for all k>l (6.4Ba>

D_ In c

q r l (6.48b)

- 0 , for all k>l (6.48c)

Since r is now a function of q, <5 and D no longer have the

same q dependence.

6.4.2. Lyapunov exponent of the logistic map in the period

doubling regime :

Consider the logistic map of eq.(2.36) which has stable 2n

periodic orbits for values of n such that M < t* < n .. The
n n+i

period doubling cascade accumulates at p where the system

2° orbit (the Feigenbaum attractor). The Lyapunov

exponent \, is given by

. m idx. .
(6.49)

and expresses the rate of divergence of two nearby points. It is
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Httli—B

well known that \ undergoes a logarithmic divergence to -a> at

the values of Mn corresponding to the superstable orbits, and

becomes zero at the period-doubling bifurcation values u . The
m

- (jin- " ** ' tends to asequence of the ratios

universal constant 6^ • 6 * 4.69920... The plot of X verses M in

the period doubling regijne is an example of a one-sided set,

i.e. it has self-similar behaviour only with respect to one

point which is n in the present case.

To calculate the spectrum of dimensions, we consider the

following hierarchical construction. At the n stage place one

logarithmic singularity at Mn which arises from a probability

1- This logarithmic singularity

contributes 2(Ax)d-ln(Ax)J to the probability measure where Ax

is a small interval placed around t*^. The probability measure

elsewhera is taken to be linear. -The dimensions can be now

calculated by a suitable choice of t̂ . The only nonzero

dimensions turn out to be

density '3n
(*'> * ln|M -

1. (6.50a)

(6.50b)

(6.50c)
-1, q<0

More examples of one-sided sets are discussed by Amritkar

et al t22).
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6.5. The exponential dimension :

We have not yet discussed any situation where the

exponential behaviour in the gauge function becomes relevant.

However this behaviour does become relevant in some interesting

sets like the irrational windings of the critical circle map and

the Julia set {24-261. He now set up the formaHorn necessary to

extract this behaviour [26].

From the expression (6.2) of the gauge function it is clear

that the exponential dimensions dominate over the generalised

dimensions whenever they appear. To fix the ideas lot us

consider the simple case when only E1, R, and D are nonzero. He
q l q

drop the index one in p^, E* and R1 in all subsequent

discussions. Thus the partition function (eq.(6.4M now takes

tl.e form [26]

H q, r, p, R ) -
t-0

exp ipll/l. )'}l ~T 1 (6.51)

The procedure used for obtaining eqs. (6.6) and (6.9) can be

repeated to obtain explicit expressions for E and D . They are

(6.52)

q
iim

In < NjPj'exp {pd/ij)"]}

In
(6.53)
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where J is the same i which maximises the expression in

eq.(6.52). The power R in eq.(6.Sl) is determined in a manner

made clear in the subsequent examples.

The form of the gauge function (the quantity in the square

bracket of »q.(6.5D) implies that the exponential dimension

must become zero it q • 0. To see this consider the quantity Z

P,q for q - 0 which gives the total number of boxes required to
-d_

cover the given set S. This number can at most go as t . Hence
d

the gauge funation can at most go as 1 . Thus the exponential

term cannot contribute at q - 0. Hence, En • 0. Since the

exponential dimension is the leading dimension, it cannot become

negative and remains at zero for all positive values of q due to

monotonicity.

To consider the singularity structure of the set, we

introduce an exponential singularity index a in addition to the

usual power law singularity index a. Following a treatment

similar to that of section 2.3 above, we write

r
p i " *»;dci'

ot* '.

(6.54)

where ftf and f are the exponential and fractal dimensions of the

subsets of singularities of

In the I—»0 limit, the maximum of the exponent contributes

and a and P W is a weight factor.

dominantly, picking up the values a' • e» (q) and a' « a(q). For
9 9
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these values f is independent of a and f is independent of a.
o e

The relation between fe and =>e is given by

We also have

and

da' l H e e e' <*!
9 9

p - (q-l)

°e(q) "

(6.55)

(6.56)

(6.57)

The relations between f, a and T are the usual relations for

power law behavior as in Section 2.3 above.

Various features of the exponential dimension are clearly

brought out by the following simple example. Consider a model

set H in which a unit length gives rise to a" (a > 1) lengths at

the n stage of construction. Of these m lengths (called

harmonic lengths) go as l/(cnx) where x is some positive power

and c is a constant. The remaining (an-m) lengths (called

geometric lengths) go as l/bn where b > 1. All probabilities are

assigned equal values. When n —• m and if m is independent of n.

eqs.(6.52) and (6.53) lead to the following expressions for the

exponential and power law dimensions,

P - (q-l) E, •r
In (a/(c1/x)] q < 0

q £ 0
(6.58a)

and

T - (q-l) D f °
I <q-i>

In a
HTb"

q < 0

q > 0
(6.58b)

This is in agreement with the general argument which forbids

nonzero values of E for q > 0, The power R is obtained by

inspecting the power of n in the harmonic lengths and Inverting

it. Thus R • 1/x for this case. Note the phase transition in p

and T at q • 0. This will be discussed later.

If the number of harmonic lengths m, is a function of n, we

note that it can at most go as a power of n. Any faster

dependence on n, such as dn (d > 1), gives a nonzero and thus

unphysical exponential dimension at q - 0.

It is instructive to analyse the above set for finite but

large values of n. The partition function r^ for a given value

of q, is given by

-nqlna

{•
pno1/x+Tln(cnx)

+<an-m)eT n l n b + r f )
n/x

i.59>

Note that when p Is positive the second term in the bracket

becomes vary large, and cannot be compensated for to give a

value of r of the order unity. This rules out positive values
n

of p as expected. For negative values of p the second term in

the bracket is negligible. Thus r"n * 0(1) Implies that, the

exponent in the first term must be of order zero. This gives to

a good approximation.
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n (c qln a)

In (nx>
(6.60)

Thus wo get a linear relation between p and T for p < 0 and for

a iixed q. Mow consider r as a function of p and T. Clearly r
n n

io vary large for p > 0. For p < 0, the straight line defined by

eq.(6.60> forms a boundary between a region whore r is very
n

large and a region where I" is very small.

We now consider two examples, namely a Julia a«t and the

irrational windings of a critical circle map, where the above

analysis is applied.

6.6. Examples of exponential dimension :

6.6.1. The Julia set :

Consider the Julia set [25,931 of the complex map

g(z) - z + 0.25. (6.61)

The Julia set for this map can be obtained recursively from the

preimagea of the unstable fixed point z - 0.5 (see fig. 6.4).

The scaling functions for this set have been obtained by Katzen

and Procaccia [251. It can be seen that there are four lengths

which decrease like 1/n and the remaining lengths l, decrease as

1/b. where 0 < < 1. Here the exponent R - 1. The partition
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function r^ for n • 14 is plotted as a function of p and T for q

- -1 in fig.6.5. It supports the analysis based on eq. (6.59).

Although it is difficult to pick out unique values of p and T

for finite n, the following procedure gives reasonably good

results. For a given q, we calculate r^ as a function of p and T

and set r • 1 to obtain a curve in the p - T plane. This curve

defines the boundary between the lower and upper regions of

fig.6.5. for our region of interest (i.e. p < 0), a good fit to

the curve is given by two straight lines, straight line A which

is almost parallel to the T axis and intersects the p axis near

p • 0 and straight line B which is given by eq.(6.60) to a good

approximation. Straight line A tells us that positive p values

are not allowed. For p < 0 the required p and T are given by the

intersection point of straight lines B for two different values

of n. For the model set H, this procedure gives values of p and

T which are in excellent agreement with eqs.(6.58a) and (6.58b).

For q > 0 we use the fact that p - 0 and obtain T by the usual

procedure. The plot of p and t as a function of q for the Julia

set is shown in fig.6.6. Clearly, the singularity indices t»o and

a are both finite. (The earlier calculation of Katzen and

Procaccia [25] which did not take the exponential dimension had

given a singular behaviour of a for q < 0.)

A marked phase transition can be seen in fig. 6.6 at q - 0

where an exponential dimension takes over from a power law

dimension. This is much stronger than the transition signalled

by a change in the slope of q vs T curve. A mere change in the
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7. Stage-dependent Sots: The Inverse Problem

We have seen In the previous section that generalised

dimensions are Insufficient to completely characterise partially

scaling nets, 1. e. sets which have a stage dependence in their

scaling functions [18-22). We have also seen that it is

necessary to define multiplicative and additive corrections to

the measure to take care of these problems, and that these give

rise to additional dimensions: the exponential, logarithmic and

metadimensions respectively. We now carry out an inversion

procedure for these dimensions. This inversion procedure gives

an important and interesting insight into the behaviour of the

scaling function. The new dimensions contribute a characteristic

n-dependent correction to the scaling function where n is the

stage of scaling refinement. We establish a connection between

these corrections and the type of dimensions. This connection

has an important consequence: it can be utilised to identify

subtle differences between the universality properties of maps

[231. This section demonstrates all the above results.

7.1. Connection with logarithmic and Additive corrections

We begin with a partition of the set of interest into N

distinct pieces of diameters (^1, i-1 N. Associate

probabilities p^ with lengths t±. We can write the generalised

partition function in the form
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v-vi*;n * pi (7.1)

where the gauge function given by

r
8-1 i»"< }

(7.2)

where ln<k)(x) - In ln(k'1)(x), ln<0)«x) - x, T (q-l)Dq. and

- (q-l)D*. Here Dq, D*,. «Sq and <s£ are the generalised

dimensions, logarithmic dimensions, metadimensions, and

logarithmic metadimensions. The quantities t-i and « are
4 q

constants and m and r are integers. Initially we restrict

ourselves to the case where only D and D* are nonzero.

We now consider sets which can be covered with an boxes at

the n stage of construction (refinement). Following the

procedure of Feigenbaum, Jensen and Procaccia [17] described in

section 5 we choose pjn> - a~n as the probability associated

with t[n) the 1th length at the nth stage of refinement. Taking

the ratio of partition functions at successive stages of

refinement, we get



(7.3,

We again replace the index i by the string (e1,,..,e ) where the

*t take k values; k ia an integer such that (k-l)n < a11 < kn.

Let aq • M T , T , ) . Then eq.(7.3) takes the form

lln (7.4)

Using the definition of the scaling ratio <eq.U.15>>

v • „.;;:„„./—
eq.(7.4) takes the form

r In olc .,...,c ) T

E - r < * * )fl + 5i* 0

c * n * r i n — 1

Defining the transfer matrix

<*„
(7.7)

we s«e that x ia an eigenvalue of T.

We note that in the limit n -*o, the leading contribution

to the transfer matrix will be

V
(7.8)

If th* inversion procedure of Feigenbaum, Jensen and Procaccia

(described in section 5) is applied to eq.(7.6), <<?«>, the

leading approximation to the scaling function can be obtained

provided the (r) are known. These lo ) constitute the

stage-independendent part of the scaling functions. As seen

before (section 5), all the {aQ\ cannot be obtained. The same

limitation applies to all our subsequent analysis.

We now try to obtain the full scaling function a which nay

contain corrections to c_. For this, it is necessary to use the

full form of the transfer matrix (i.e. eq.(7.7)) and to know the

{T^}. NOW let a « oQ + a , where o is the correction. Then",

eq.(7.7) can be written as
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where

£l' T |£n *i'V "

B"T(*n+i *°'**„.*„' •••**!•

V " ' °0Un+l V

In 1 (( t.l
n o

V1

J ( 7

The length £<* n + 1 *0> can be determined from K*„) • 1 and

the knowledge of the scaling functions at earlier stages of

refinement. Thus,

*0> (7.11)

Since 0Q is already known, the correction o, can now be

determined with the use of eqs.(7.9) to (7.11) and the inverse

procedure of section 5.

However, one can determine the n dependence of c through a

simple comparison of orders of magnitude. Multiply and divide

the right-hand side of eq.(7.ll) by o<n<«;n+1 *QI and assume

that all ratios of the type ^ { ^ 'o'^'^n+i *o' **"" o f

order one, then, to leading order, eq.(7.10) takes the form

r V
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•V
'n+1 '0

(7.12)

Since T contributes to Oy, it ia clear from the structure of

eq.(7.12) that the nonzero o^-» must be of the order 1/n.

For the special case where T and T^ have the same q

dependence we can make the identification <TQ « B because of the

identity of the structure of eqs. (7.8) and (7.9). This gives,

using eq.(7.12)

V " [r *0)]iT (7.13)

Generalising the procedure to arbitrary nonvanishing

use similar arguments to show that the correction o

general form

. In n ln<1)(n)l

, one can

has the

(7.14)

A similar procedure can be set for the case of additive

corrections to the measure. If we specialise to the case where

only the T-» and &-a are nonvanishing, the transfer matrix has

the form

V
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[^ V V1

V V
I * [

6 ,

(7.IS)

Using the above equation and a comparison of orders of

magnitude. <r~, the metadimensional correction to the scaling

function can be shown to have the n dependence

(7.16)

where y is a constant and takes the value 6 if 6 is q
q q

independent. Sines the ratio »_/M cannot be determined from the

dimensions alone, we can only infer the n dependence of o .

The utility of this formalism can be demonstrated for the

example of the Cantor set with unequal holes [21]. This has been

discussed in Section 6.4. Here w* consider the special case

where the probabilities are equal. We have seen that when the

hole function h^ depends on i, the stage of construction, the

set has logarithmic dimensions and metadimensions depending on

the choice of h^.

Consider the choice h^ • b+c/i ( 0<b, Id, |b+cl < 1) as in

eq.(6.43> and P^ - 2~n. For this case (eq.(6.45a),

-tc/(l-b)JD_ (7.17)
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Now let us see whether the construction of this set can be

inferred from the knowledge of the dimensions alone. First the

procedure of Feigenbaum, Jensen and Procaccia [17] can be used

to obtain o Since D is not known analytically, this inversion

has to be done numerically. It can be explicitly checked (for

different values of A and b; c not being necessary for an

inversion to erQ) that a"2 and that cQ takes two values,

via. (l-b)A and (1-bMl-A) as expected. Since t and Tj are

proportional to each other for this set, eq.(7.13) is valid and

we get

Thus o. takes two values

and

• -cA/n

(7.16)

(7.19)

(7.20 »

This is indeed the correction to <rQ which will correctly

reproduce the above set.

To show that the procedure works correctly for the

metadimension, consider the hole function h± • c (eq.(6.42U.

Let A-l/2 and p± « 2~
n. In this case, we have

ln(c"r>/ln2. (7.21)
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uuing the above value of D and the inversion procedure we can

obtain • 1/2. Using the value of 6 and eq.(7.16), we get

(7.22)

This correction to the scaling function "ill correctly reproduce

the set.

Us have thus oet up a procedure capable of obtaining the n

dependence of the corrections to the scaling function from the

knowledge of logarithmic dimensions and metadlmensions. In fact,

each type of dimension has been seen to contribute a

characteristic form of n dependence to the scaling function. We

can now exploit this connection to obtain significant results.

7.2. The utility of the connection;

The connection demonstrated above has an immediate and

obvious application. Given the n dependence of the scaling

function of the attractor or set, we can immediately infer the

type of dimensions it will possess. Such information can help us

to distinguish between similar but distinct processes giving

rise to the set. An interesting demonstration of this can be

provided for the one dimensional maps.

Consider the one-hump map [9b]

yt+l" Iln|ln(yt-1/2)
2MV) (7.23)
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where z > 1, u and v are exponents , M is the forcing parameter,

C is a constant and yt e [0,1], this map exhibits infinite

period-doubling bifurcations of the Feigenbaum type. The typical

distance d between the bifurcated branches at the n

bifurcation point in the y.-M space is given by

dn* an "(In n) (7.24)

where « and * are universal numbers [941. If the ratio d .,/d
n+l n

is considered it can be seen that the scaling functions will

contain terms of the form 1/n and l/(n In n). Thus we conclude

that the period doubling attractor for this map will have

logarithmic dimensions. Since the structure of the set is of the

Cantor set type, a good analytic approximation to the attractor

can easily be constructed. A lengthy but straightforward

evaluation on the lines described in section 6 will show that

the first two generalised dimensions are nonzero and are related

to the generalised dimensions in the following way,

<z*2)u«Dq, D^ - <*+2>v«Dq (7.25)

The values of D for z • 2 are those for the period doubling
q

attractor [31.

The above analysis has an important consequence. We now
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have a way of distinguishing between a map with an extremum of

order x and a map with an extremum of order 2 modified by

logarithmic corrections. Thus the n dependence of the scaling

function has provided us with a sensitive probe for

distingushing between the universality properties of dynamical

processes.

We now use the example of the logistic map y
.+.

, Yt* [0,1] at - 4 to demonstrate the relation

between the scaling function and the metadimension. The explicit

generalised dimensions for this set have been given by Ott,

Withers and Yorke [69] and the scaling functions have been

obtained by Katsen and Procaccia [253. All values of the scaling

function except two, cluster around 1/2 (fig. 4.5). The two

exceptional scaling functions correspond to the two extremes, 0

and 1, and have the limiting value 1/4 [25]. An evaluation to

higher order shows that these scaling functions at the extreme

have the form 1/4 + (l/4)n+Z. Comparing with eq.(7.16> shows

that a metadimension can be expected for this set. This turns

out to be correct and the metadimension turns out to be

•i::
tq-21/2,

-q/2.

2 < q

0 < q < 2

q < 0

(7.26)

Thus the relation between the various orders of n in the

scaling function is thus clearly established. It is also clear
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that the connection ia important as it enables us to identify

subtle distinctions between the universality properties of maps.

7.3. Connection with the exponential dimension:

An inversion procedure similar to the one described above

can be set up for the exponential dimension as well and the

characteristic contribution to the scaling function can be

evaluated. The actual analysis for the exponential dimension is

somewhat more complicated than that for the logarithmic and

additive dimensions since the exponential dimension (when it

exists) dominates over the generalised dimension. We outline

this analysis in the present section.

We need the following form for the gauge function

(7.27)

For nonzero and finite r we have p • (q-l)E , T • (q-lID . Here

E and D are the exponential dimensions and the generalised

dimensions respectively. As before, we have confined ourselves

to the case where E_ and D are the only nonzero dimensions. A

comparison with eq.(6.5) shows that we have set R »1 in the

above equation.

' If all probabilities are set equal and the ratio of the

partition functions at successive stages of refinement is taken

then one can follow the procedure used to obtain oq.(7.6) from
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sq.(7,3) to show that the transfer matrix has the form

We write

V

(7.28)

(7.29)

Then the 2x2 approximation to the transfer matrix has the form

T -
aP ~~TB M a BH o I

(7.30)

We have already seen in section 6.5 that P - 0 for q > 0. Hence

for q > 0 the transfer matrix reduces to that of eq.(4.14). The

Feigenbaum, Jenaen and Procaccia procedure [17] described In

section 5 can then be used to evaluate the scaling functions

which contribute to T. For q < 0, p is nonzero and the

eigenvalue equation for the transfer matrix to leading order (T

• 0) is given by

x 2 " M B00 + B?lf * BllB00 ' B01B10 ' ° (7.31)

We have already seen that \ - aq. Observe that eq.(7.31) canot

be satisfied for q « 0 unless one of the products B00B. and
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B10B01 t e n d to Mro- W e •••«•• that B 1 0B Q 1 tends to zero. If we

now assume that BQ Q * ( then it can be easily seen that aq

BQQ. It is then possible to argue, using the form of BQ_, that

such a result is possible provided l(n>, the length at the nth

stage goes as 1/n, so that the scaling ratio

the exponential dimension goes as

contributing to

(7.32)

One can also apply the inversion procedure to the dimensions of

the model set H of section 6.5 and recover it's construction.

We thus s»e that the characteristic scaling function giving

rise to the exponential dimension ia 1 1/n. Thus an

exponential dimension arises whenever a finite number of lengths

fall off very slowly. This conclusion Is supported by the

behaviour of the Julia set and the irrational windings of the

circle map.

7.4. The behaviour of the energy :

We contnent on some general features of the thermodynamlc

formalism for partially scaling sets. We have seen that the

lengths which contribute to the generalised dimensions have an

exponential dependence on n the stage of construction, i.e. they

are of the form b n where b < 1. A common feature of the

additional dimensions considered Is that the n dependence which
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contributes to them is not of this type. The harmonic lengths

which contribute to the exponential dimension are of the form

nx, the lengths which contribute to the metadimension are of the

form an+ b n + m and the lengths which contribute to the

logarithmic dimensions are of the form cnnx (In n) y where a, b,

c, d, are all less than 1 and x and y are exponents. The scaling

functions which contribute to these dimensions again have a

characteristic n dependence as seen in the present section.

Eqs.U.10) and (7.11) give the following expression for the

energy,

En " • liTFTn V * ••••*

(7.33)

Substituting the n dependences of the scaling functions of the

logarithmic, meta- and exponential dimensions (Eqs.(7.l3),

(7.141, (7.16) and (7.32)) it is easy to see that these scaling

functions will give rise to multispin and/or long range

interactions in the equivalent spin Hamiltonian, and dependences

on (In n)/n and higher terms will be seen in addition to the l/n

dependence (eq. <4.5M seen by Katzen and Procaccia [25]. It may

be possible to estimate transition temperatures using this form

of the energy. Further work along these directions should be

interesting.
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6. Chaotic attractora ;

The analysis presented so far is quite general and should

be applicable to all systems where self similar structure can be

identified or is known to exist. We now consider an important

application of this framework: the application to the chaotic

attractors of dynamical systems. We find that for attractors on

the borderline of chaos the multifractal analysis is easy to

apply while for the attractors in the chaotic regime

multifractal analysis is difficult. The reason Is that for

systems on the borderline of chaos we can easily construct a

hierarchy via a series of nonfractal sets of increasing

complexity. This hierarchical construction depends on the fact

that these systems are time ordered (see section 4.3). Examples

of such systems are the infinitely period doubling attractor and

critical orbits on the two-torus with irrational winding

numbers. For the the period doubling attractor the hierarchy can

be constructed with the 2n periodic orbits (section 2.4). For

the Irrational winding numbers the hierarchy can be constructed

with orbits having rational winding numbers which come from

successive approximations to the irrational winding number in

the Farey se<iuenca (section 3.2).

On the other hand, when we enter the chaotic regime we are

bogged down by the difficulty of constructing a hierarchy of

nonfractal sets which approach the chaotic set. It appears that
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the typical orbits in these systems lose their time ordering. A

simple way of obtaining the f(a> curve is to use the box

counting method (section 3.2) [95-96]. However, it has been

shown that this method is inadequate and is not able to give the

extremes of the f(a) curve [29]. Thus a method for obtaining the

hierarchy in such systems was required. Recently, Auerbach et

al. [271 have proposed a method by which a hierarchy for these

systems can be obtained. The idea It to use the property that

chaotic orbits are the closures of unstable periodic orbits

which are dense on the strange attractor. The n-th stage of the

hierarchy is constructed from the unstable periodic orbits of

order n. Each unstable periodic orbit gives one scaling

exponent. Thus by considering longer and longer periodic orbits

we can hierarchically approach and converge to the f(oO

function. We review these and other related developments in this

section. We assume some familiarity with the terminology of

dyn&mical systems.

B.I. Hyperbolic attractors :

We first discuss the analysis of hyperbolic orbits. We will

obtain a relation between the scaling indices and the Lyapunov

exponents which is sufficient to analyse the hyperbolic

attractors [26]. A second relation between them which is

required for analysing nonhyperbolic attractors will be obtained

in the next subsection [29].
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8.1.1. A relation between Lyapunov exponents and scaling

indices :

Consider a dissipative dynamical system in d dimensions

t+1
(6.1)

where M is a set of parameters and *t «= R . We illustrate the

analysis using two dimensional maps i.e. x. « R . Let p take

some values for which the map gives a nontrivial compact chaotic

attractor.

It is known that there are unstable periodic orbits for

the parameter values for which the map (6.1) has chaotic orbits

and that the number of distinct periodic points belonging to

cycles of length n grows exponentially with n. Such unstable

periodic points are dense on the chaotic attractor.

Consider an n-periodic orbit •*n V "n' *••

Let J_ denotes the linearised map of eq.(S.l) at the point x
m

[n)We define the Lyapunov exponents x[ n ) and

m

'nl by writing the

eigenvalue, of the matrix Jn
 Jn-1 ' Jl' " **** " " ^ l " ' 1 ^ d

A<n' - exP(4
n>>- ^ > 0 and >-l2

n) < 0 (i.e. 1. A2"'<4
1). At any point, we can determine the locally expanding and

contracting directions, the rates of expansion and contraction

being given by the positive and negative Lyapunov exponents

respectively.
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Consider a long chaotic time series t of the map

(8,1). Let v,(m) and v.(m) be the unit vectors in the expanding

and contracting directions for the m th point *m in the time

series. A natural measure P,,'1^^' o f * b o x o f 8 i z* cix(2

around this point can be defined as

z llm

where

and

N

i-1 m

or

and |x|<t2

Vm

(8.2a)

(8.2b)

<S.2c)

Now, the scaling indices a and «2 are introduced by the scaling

assumption

(8.3)

The isotropic scaling Pm(t) =» £ of eq.(2.32) is obtained when

I » l2, leading to a. + a^ - a. The above definitions can

easily generalised to higher dimensions.

We now determine a relation between the Lyapunov exponents

and the scaling indices. Using the fact that unstable periodic

points are dense on the attractor, every point x is close to
m

some point belonging to an orbit of length, say n. Thus, we have

ill

"ra+n *"d

Pn,+n
(ll'V * (8.4)

On the other hand, the original box of size i.xt, is deformed to

one of size ^expO^11') x *2exp<x2
n') after n iterations. Using

the conservation of probabilities we can write

(8.5)

where we have used eq.(8.3). Using eqs. (8.4) and (8.5) we get

the first relation between the Lyapunov exponents and the

scaling indices as

(8.6)

This relation holds for any cycle of length n.

For hyperbolic attractors the measure is absolutely

continuous in the expanding direction (4} and a. • 1. Thus for

these attractors eq.(8.6) is sufficient to obtain the f(a)

curve. Each cycle contributes one value to the spectrum of a,

and we get
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a • a + a. (8.7)

An example of a map which gives hyperbolic attractor is tha

generalised baker's transformation and is discussed in the

section 8.3.

A[n)> 1 >

8.1.2. The partition function :

In a parallel development, Orebogi at al [30-31] have

obtained a partition function formulation of the multifractal

structure for the hyperbolic attractors. Let us first consider

only two dimensional maps i.e. we have only two eigenvalues

' for a n-period cycle. We partition the space into

cells C^ where each cell is bounded by stable and unstable

nuxiifolds. When the cells are small the curvature of the

boundaries can be neglected and they can be treated as

parallelograms. Consider a given cell C^ having widths K^ and n^

along the stable and unstable manifolds respectively (fig.B.l).

Choose a large number of initial conditions in C. . A small

fraction of these initial conditions may return to C^ after n

iterations. Considering attractors which are ergodic and mixing

this fraction is in the limit n—•», equal to the natural measure

of the attractor in the cell, M(C | (). Let xQ be the initial

condition that returns to the cell after n iterations to, say X R

(fig.b.la). The line ab (c'd'l is a stable (unstable) manifold
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segment traversing the cell and passing through the point *g

<x ). Let the n-th forward iterate of ab and n-th backwardn

iterate of c'd" map into a'b' and cd respectively as shown in

fig. 8.1b. Construct the rectangle e'f'g'h' by passing unstable

manifold segments e'f through a' and g'h' through b' (fig,

8.1c). Clearly the n-th preimage gives the rectangle efgh shown

in fig. 8.1c. Thus all points in efgh map into e'f'g'h' after n

iterations. The intersection of these two rectangles must

contain a single saddle fixed point say *^, of the n iterated

map (fig. 8.Id). Conversely given the saddle fixed point, the

above procedure can be used to construct the rectangle efgh. Let

A!"'and A^n) be the stable and unstable eigenvalues of the point

x.. It is easy to see that ef • gh *nd e'h' f'g'

f. A*n). For small cells the attractor can be treated to be

uniform along the unstable manifold. Thus 1/Â "1 is the fraction

of the measure of C^ in the strip efgh. Defining the sum of such

fractions in the limit n—«o as the measure of C. we get

lim
i n C k

(6.8)

where Fix(n) is the set of periodic points of length n.

Having defined the measure, let us now obtain the partition

function. The measure of the rectangle e'f'g'h' is " Cover

the rectangle e'f'g'h' with boxes of edge length ln given by



( n ) (8.9)

Thara are n^ - 'fc/l*^1''' 9 U c h b o x e B • Since the cell is small

the measure can be treated to be uniform along the unstable

manifold. Thus the fraction of measure in each box is l/mn and

is given by

Sunning over all boxes we can write

lim E — " 11« E
n-<» i l, n-M> Fix(n)

Cl/A^'m^'

- lim E xk
n-woFix(n) *

,<n)j-q

(8.10)

(B.ll)

wh«re *k « i^'**
1'^"1"1" and *k varies betwwen some limits as

we consider different cells. Treating *k as a constant we can

now define the partition function as

llm (B.12)
Fix(n)

As in section 2.2 a unique value of ?(q) is obtained when r is

finite and nonzero. Due to the approximation of treating x^ a» a

constant the partition function of eq.(B.12) will in general

give a higher value of the generalised dimension. Grebogi et al.
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conjecture that for two dimensional maps this should give the

exact dimensIon [311.

The relation between the two approaches above can be

established as follows. Use the scaling form p(I ) * ia in eq.
n n

(8.10) with ln given by eq. (8.9). Using x|
n) - ln AJ

n) and ^ n )

- ln A^ and taking the cell widths to be of the order unity we

get eq. (8.7). Cvitanovic' et al have also obtained the eq.(12)

for the partition function {97].

The above expression for the partition function can be

easily extended to higher dimensional maps. Let A, ,
<n)

be the magnitudes of the

eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of the n times iterated map

M" (eq.(B.l)) at the Jth fixed point of «". Let u of these

eigenvalues be unstable and order the eigenvalues as A^'i

^ n l ^ n l { ^ > . . . . > A^1'. Let L ( n ) be the product of

the unstable eigenvalues,

(n) .(nlA(n>
" Al A2 ....A(n) (8.13)

Uoing <sq.<8.8) we can define the measure as

M(C. ) - lUn f E tt"1')*1 1
K n-« ^ixlnl in C. J

Let

(8.

(B.15)
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where A is the Integer part of Da and 6 is the fractional part
q H H

of D . Define a contimiouo function 3(nl(D I. of D asq t q

<n)A(n) (n)(A(n> (8.16)

We can now write the partition function as t31)

n,.r»
Fix(n)

(8.17)

Again the partition function defines a unique value of x(q) or

0 when r is finite and nonzero.

8.2. Nonhyperbolio attxactors :

For nonhyperbolic attractors, in addition to eq.(8.7) we

need one more relation between the exponents a^ and a.,. Such a

relation was obtained by Gunaratne and Procaccia [29] by

considering unstable periodic orbits of length n and 2n. Let the

set of all points belonging to periodic orbits of period n be

denoted by S . Since the probability of seeing a particular

orbit of length n is inversely proportional to the positive

Lyapunov exponent [80,98] the probability of a particular point

« « 3n is proportional to exp(-^n)). Thus the ntn-order

approximation to the invariant measure can be written as
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E^expt^l
(8.18)

It is assumed that successively improving approximants to the

invariant measure ply) are obtained by looking at all the

periodic points belonging to periods of increasing lengths n.

Note that the measure of eq.(8.18) can be obtained from eq.(8.8)

by a summation over all cells and a normalisation.

Next, we use two length scales to cover the attractor with

strips along two orthogonal directions and thus divide it into

boxes. The first scale, expt-X^0'). is given by the stable

eigenvalue while the second scale, l/expC-fc.̂ 11 ), is given by the

inverse of the unstable eigenvalue i.e. by the stable eigenvalue

of the backward map. The strips in horizontal direction are

denoted by T^ which are the itineraries of the periodic points

in them. Gunaratne and Procaccia have argued [29] that it is

possible to obtain a unique itinerary for all the periodic

orbits by determining a symbolic sequence for the points of the

orbit (see the example of Henon map in section 0.3). Similarly,

vertical strips are denoted by Hj which are the itineraries run

backwards of periodic points in them. Thus each box is labelled

by a pair (H^T^).

A probability measure is associated with each box as

follows. Consider all the periodic points of length 2n. Each of
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these is equipped with an itinerary of 2n symbols, which is

considered as a head and tail of n symbols. The head and tail of

the address are matched with the vertical and horizontal strips

respectively and a periodic point of length 2n is assigned to

any box that matches the itinerary of 2n points. The boxes which

contain a periodic point are assigned a measure proportional to

exp(-*!2nl> (see eq.{8.18)>. The empty boxes are assigned zero

measure. Thus, using eq.(8.3) we get

(8.19)b J
where H and T stand for the head and tail of the itinerary.

Eq.(8.l9) gives

x[2n)(H.T) (8.20)

We can rewriting eq.(8.6) as

+ \^2n)(H,T)a2 - 0 (8.21)

since the boxes are defined about 2n-orbit points. These

equations define the second relation between the exponents as

desired.

For the hyperbolic systems none of the orbits are close to

marginality i.e. the folds can be approximated by straight
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sections and there are no turnbacks. The measure is continuous

along the expanding direction and we have x^2"' * 2\|n). Using

this in eqs.(8.6) and (8.20) we obtain a^ * 1 as expected. Thus

the behaviour in the expanding direction can be expected to be

different from the hyperbolic attractor provided there are

orbits which have \^n' smaller than 2X*n>. This is illustrated

in section 8.3 using the Henon map {991.

8.3. Examples :

8-3.1. The generalised baker's map :

The generalised baker's map is an example of a hyperbolic

attractor and is given by

(x.y)
a

(1/2 +

x, y/a), y < a

e, <y-a)/<l-a)>, y>a (8.22)

where 0 < u, t^ <l/2, 0 < a < 1 and 0 s x, y ^ 1. A symbolic

dynamics for the periodic orbits can be written by using symbols

0 and 1 for y < a and y > a respectively. It turns out that all

sequences are allowed and the number of points belonging to

periodic orbits of length n are 2n [28,30]. The eigenvalues of

the Jacobian matrix depend on the number of zeros, say nQ, in

the symbolic dynamics. For the n cycle we get
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and

(n)

(n)

,„ (i_a)-<n-n0,

n-n0 (B.23)

Using eqs.(B.7) and (B.23), in the limit n—«, we get

a « 1 +
rln a * (l-r)lntl-a)
rln Ma + l

(8.24)

where r " n./n. Each such a value occers nC times. The length

X2 n >

scale associated with the. n-cycl* is e . Hence the frequency

index f(ot) - - f(l+ a ) - 1 + f,'0^1 c a n ** obtained bY

a 2 2 2 , nc (B.25)

Simplification gives

i ^ rln r -Kl-r)ln(l-r)
1 + rln u * (1-riln K. (S.26)

It is easily verified that we get the same expressions for a and

f using the partition function of eq.<8.11).

2.The Henon map :

The H*non map [99] is defined by
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Cx.yl (y+a-x ,bx) (8.27)

For a - 1.4 and b * 0.3 this map has a chaotic orbit which is

believed to have all the typical difficulties expected to be

found in the phenomenology of strange attractors. The chaotic

orbit is nonhvperbolic and the tio) spectrum seems to show a

phase transition 129,1001.

We will first discuss a prescription of obtaining the

unstable periodic orbits and their symbolic dynamics. There are

various methods of determining the unstable periodic orbits of a

map [101-104]. Here we discuss the method given by Auerbach et
I*

al (281. Consider the time series ( Ki'i.j o f "nY "^P- F o r

sufficiently large N, the time series will visit the

neighborhood of an arbitrary period n-cycle point at some point

x.. If the point x. is sufficiently close to the n-cycle point,

after n iterations it will again visit the neighbourhood of this

point. Using this criterion, all the n-cycle periodic orbits can

be obtained by scanning of the time series for pairs of points

which are separated by n time steps and are within a preassigned

spatial distance, say T^ of one another. A particular periodic

point may have been visited many times in the given time series.

To decide whether two close periodic orbits obtained from the

time series are distinct or same, we compare the corresponding

pairs of points of the two orbits. If all such pairs of points

are within a preassigned distance, say r,, (r2>r1>, then they are
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grouped into the same unstable periodic cycle, otherwise they

belong to distinct periodic cycles. The correct grouping of

periodic orbits should not change with an increase in the length

of the tine series.

The symbolic dynamics is obtained by choosing a partition

which passes through the homoclinic tangencies [29,97,105]

This is done as follows. Choose some partition of the space into

k parts, e.g. in the case of H*non map, choose the partition

into two parts by the y-axis. These partitions are suitably

labelled. The symbolic dynamics in terms of these labels is

constructed by following the itinerary as it goes through the

different partitions. Starting from lowest n-cycles we obtain

symbolic dynamic sequence for different cycles as we increase n.

If at some n we get the same symbolic sequence for two distinct

cycles we refine the partition by passing it between the points

of these two cycles which sit closest to the present partition.

This process is repeated till we can uniquely address all the

distinct cycles. Cvitanovi<£ et al have argued that this

partition is the one which is given by the line of homoclinic

tangencies [971.

Gunaratne and Procaccia [29} have found all periodic orbits

and their itineraries for the Hetion map upto n • 20 using the

above procedure. Eq».<8.20> and (8.21) are solved for the orbits

of length 6-12, 7-14, 6-16, 9-18 and 10-20. Host of the orbits

give a continuous range of a » a + a. values with a * l.
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However, there are two anomalous period-16 orbits which give a.

* 0.59 with total a % 0.72. The same effect is observed for

10-20 data for three periodic orbits. Jensen [106] has shown

that this anomalous value of a results from the scaling

behaviour of the attractor at the turnbacks. Gunaratne and

Procaacia [29] argue that since these are Isolated a values, f »

0.

The actual calculation is done by covering the space by

boxes of size exp(-x|nl(H)) * exp(X^n)(T)). The boxes are

assigned a measure p * exp<-*., (H,T)> or zero depending on
n *

whether it contains a periodic point of 2n-cycle. Each box is

covered by mn - exp<-»^
n)<H) »/ejcpUjn)(T)) square boxes of edge

I, • exp(x'n>(H)'• Each of these square boxes is assigned equal

measure p, - p /m . The function T<q) is now determined by using

rtq.r) " E p? / i] • 1 The f(«) curve is obtained by using

i * *

eqs.(2.23) and (2.24). This gives a smooth f(o> curve. However

it does not give values of <* below 1 (q =» 2.3). These values

have to be obtained from the anomalous cycles as described

above. The complete f(e») curve is shown in fig. 6.2. The

anomalous periodic orbits give an isolated point at a - 0.72.

This point can be joined to the smooth curve by a dashed line.

Thus at q * 2.3 there is a change in the behavior and we can

conclude that there may be a phase transition at q » 2.3 [29].

Such a phase transition has been conjectured by Grassberger,

Badii and Politi [100).



Gunaratne, Jensen and Procaecia [107] have analysed two

dimensional dissipative maps of the annulus of the type

a +f (e^

b h ( r i ' (B.2B)

where f<3) is a nonlinear function of Q as in the circle map

(eq.O.l)) and h(r) is some function. Using these maps they

present numerical evidence leading to the following conclusions.

For b less than some critical value the periodic points at good

crossing points of two rational tongues can be understood using

three symbols. The winding numbers of the two rational tongues,

say P/Q and P'/Q', give two marginal cycles (^ • 0) of length Q

and Q'. The strange attractors at the good crossing points are

hyperbolic once the two marginal cycles are taken out. The

scaling exponents a^ and a^ satisfy o^ • I and 0 < t»2 < a
max-

The periodic orbit with the winding number (P + P')/(Q + Q')

determines <*__»• The f(«) curve for these attractors is

nonuniversal, but ends universally at f - 1, a - 1 on the left.

The above analysis of the chaotic attractors is a definite

advance in the characterisation of chaotic attractors. However,

it is clear that we are still far from a complete

characterisation of chaotic attractors. We expect that this will

be major line of activity in the near future.
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9. Other topics:

This section groups together some developments in the

multifractal framework which are interesting but do not fit into

the line of development followed so far. One of these is the

application of a renormalisation group technique to the

evaluation of the partition function. This was done by Kadanoff

[108], The other is the study of fluctuations in the

multifractal framework [65,109],

9.1. Renormalisation group evaluation of the partition function:

9.1.1. The Renormalisation Group Equation:

Kadanoff considered [108] the partition function of the

orbit of the critical circle map (eq.O.l)}

© t + 1 + O - (sin, 2net)/2tr (9.1)

with the golden mean wo • - g • (V5 - l)/2 as the winding

number. We have already seen the numerical calculation of this

quantity as evaluated by Halsey et al [3] in Section (3.2). The

lengths analysed numerically were 6
1 r

- e calculated modulo
16 *

one. The analytic evaluation chooses the length Interval

- Fn-1
(9.2)

The probability assignments are all equal and the partition
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function is defined as

rn ( T ) <9.3)

where the average is over all t, i.e. all points in the

trajectory- It was seen numerically that for large n

Urn
n—«o 'V

i9.lt)

We shall see that q can be evaluated using the renormalisation

group. We shall give a very brief outline of this derivation and

refer the reader to the original paper for details [106].

The basic quantity in the renormalisation group analysis is

defined as

_m+2

m <tir

r _
n t m

Is thus a functional of the function . We take this

function to be smooth and nonsingular in the interval

»(g) < 6 < (9.6)

the quantity which we really wish to know is
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rn,0 ( T' [ 1 1> (9.7)

where [1] stands for the function v ie) which is always unity

1(91 - 1 (9.8)

In the scaling limit n » 1, tn » 1, r reduces to

where the scaling function is

(9.9)

-n+1

(9.10)

and we have used the scaling relations

ans(gns) - 0 (a)n

«nun(sg
n) - u(s)

(9.11a)

(9.11b)

(9.11c)

We also have functions f, B, u as the limits as n-> « of the

right-hand sides of the above equations and h and h are defined

to be the inverses of fR and f. Now split the integral into two

parts

-n+3

(9.12a)
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..ft • . '• a u i ^

and eqa.(9.11), it can be shown that

Then I. can be written as

Therefore,

whers

)u(s)|T

(9.12b)

(9.13)

(9.It)

(9.15a)

I2 - (-1)'

Thus

where

Or,equivalently

-tn-2)+l
ds

1u<e)|T

h =

A0)
H* fdt 1 ̂

• a 1»h

(h'] T

(9.20)

(9.21a)

(9.21b)

ThiB can be equivalently expressed as Thus the renormalisation group equation can be stated as

-1 (9.15b) (9.22)

where a'1 is the function a 1(©) • e/a. Again if s—s

can be written in the form

+ g~n*2, I.

-n+1 -n+2
le (gna * g2 )]

(. + g ' n + z ) | T

Using the equations

g""1

u(o+g"n) • u(8)h'[e(agn)J

(9.16)

(9.17)

(9.IB)

with G. and G, defined by eqs.(9.15) and (9.21) respectively.

9.1.2. Matrix equations

To analyse the renormalisation group equation (9.22), we

cast it into a matrix form. For this expand the functions of 6

in some set of basis funotions *^<0> which are complete and

nonsingular over the domain of y. (See ref. [108] for a

discussion of the domain of y).

We write
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E
k-0

and,

lh'(©)]T

(9.23a)

(9.23b)

(9.23c)

Then eq.(9.22) can be cast in a matrix form using rn u as a set

of expansion coefficients where /•„ . can bo defined
n * K

(9.24)

Then eq.(9.221 can be written in the form

=
(9.25)

Since the J* are completely arbitrary, the coefficient of each

V* must be zero. Thus,

If we define

" ̂  Ak rn-l,5 * he.

rk,k " * hi Vl.i

(9.26)

(9.27)

then eq.(9.26) can be written in the form
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(9.20)

where

k

o
(9.29)

Note that H^ Is known once a and Me) are known. Eq.(9.29) can

be interpreted as an eigenvalue equation. If c ,(T) -.
IltK

then eq.(9.29) becomes

'[^•"'"[r-]

(T).

(9.30)

One can write r (T) in the form

- An(r)
,ntq(T)-l]

(9.31)

where A (T) has a slower than exponential dependence on n. Then,

if M T ) ' is the largest eigenvalue of (9.30) then one can use

eq.(9.31) and eq.(9.9) to show that

Mr)
- I n IE I

(9.32)

Thus q has been obtained via a renormalisation group analysis.

In the lowest order analysis we can write h'(3) • a in
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oq.(9.23c). In addition if we choose the lowest order expansion

function •<,(«) - 1, then eqs.(9.23b) and (9.23c) give

"0 "0 (9.33a)

(9.33b)

'lice k-0, i • 0 subsector of H thus decouples. In this subsector

we have from eq.(9.29)

••£• :] (9.34)

Thus the largest eigenvalue is

• (1 + (9.35)

If a > 1 then M-oo) - l in accordance with the known exact

result. Also if a - a4 then the exact result M-l) - |a| implies

\a\ - (9.36)

which has a • -1.2852... as it's solution. This is in good

agreement with the exact result a • -1.2866 In fact the

approximation given by «q.(9.35) is always correct to within a

few percent. The procedure has successfully evaluated q as a

function of T and has also obtained the transfer matrix and it's
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eigen values using renormalisatlon group arguments. Numerical

analysis also gives excellent agreement with known exact results

leading to confidence in the accuracy of the present procedure.

A similar procedure has been carried out by Bensimon,

Jensen and Kadanoff for the period-doubling attractor and gives

good results [1101. A renoxnialisation group analysis also been

carried out by Nagatani for diffusion limited aggregation [111].

9.2. Fluctuations and Random Processes:

Our entire analysis so far has been restricted to

deterministic fractals and deterministic processes. However, In

nature one encounters many examples of random processes and of

statistical fraotals. Random multiplicative processes arise in

many examples of disordered systems. Statistical fractals are

necessary to study phenomena arising in growth models, Brownian

motion, noise in maps, etc. The multifractal framework is useful

in the analysis of both these cases as we shall see in this

subsection.

9.2.1. Random Multiplicative Processes:

It has been shown by Pietronero and Siebesma that a random

multiplicative system can be mapped onto a unit interval

allowing for an interpretation of the process as the Iteration

of a self-similar distribution [651. The properties of this

distribution can then be analysed in terms of multifractals.
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Consider the following random multiplicative process for

the scalar function y (x) of the space variable x

tx+1) - e vix) <9.35>

where A is a random variable described by the probability

distribution

P<A) - (1/2) (1/2) (9.36)

Starting from v (x • 0) - 1 the values of * (x-N) will be given

b y *fc k * • < M + 2 k ) A . ' t * 0,1,..,N, where each value arises with

frequency C^.

This type of process possesses two types of fluctuations:

the first type, that of disorder fluctuations, refers to the

different values of r(x> at a fixed point x - N arising from

different sequences of the random process i.e. different

realisations of the disorder. The second type, that of apace

fluctuations, refers to a sequence of values of v<x) for

different values of x but for a single realisation of the

disorder. We discuss disorder fluctuations here. We now map all

possible realisations of the disorder on the unit interval

CO,11. It i > 0 all possible realisations lead to y(x * 01 • 1.

Hence we define a function y(x«0,T) *l over the entire unit

interval. At x-1, the set of all realisations splits into two
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groups, one of which leads to *(x«l) - e ° and the other leads

to »>(x»l) » e . Thus we define

e
t

e

0< T< 1/2

2i T< 1

(9.37)

(9.36)

At the next stage there are four seta of trajectories with

"2A0 2A0
values e , 1, l, e for H*-2). These values can be used to

define v(x,T) by dividing the interval into four parts and

assigning one of these four values to each interval, and so on..

One can find Ta the value of T corresponding to a given

realisation a, using the following equation

£ Ca(x)

where

ca(xl {I if A«x)

if A(X) - -A-

(9.39)

(9.40 >

For N—><D this defines a point in the [0,1} interval, for finite

N one must consider the segment Ta£ T S Ta+ 1/2 which

corresponds to all the realisations with a common path between

x-0 and x«N. Thus the entire multiplicative process has been

mapped onto the iteration of a distribution on the Interval

[0.11. We can now obtain the multifractal spectrum of our

process.
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Divide the interval into segments of length I and define

p(nl) to be

(9.41)
(

p(nl) - J dT
nl

where y is the normalised probability distribution, then using

the usual definition of the generalised dimension (eq.(2.l5) we

find that

tq In (e u+ a u) - ln (9.42)

Then the multifractal spectrum can be obtained using the

eqt>.<2.23> and (2,24) for f and a and is plotted in fig. 9.1.

9.2.2. Statistical Fractals:

To analyse statistical fractals, we need to construct an

ensemble of similarly constituted sets. The quantities relevant

for multifractals are the length scales (t) and the number of

elements H of each kind of scale. Clearly both these can be

statistical in a given system. Examples of both kinds have been

analysed. We set up the framework required for this type of

analysis and discuss the example of the Can-tor set with random

lengths in this framework (1091. We will see that for this

example the fluctuations will lead to a metadimensional
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correction. We also see that the fluctuations are enhanced at

the point of nonanalyticlty of the generalised dimensions

supporting the phase transition interpretation of the

nonanalyticity.

a. Framework:

Consider a set with multiple lengths i^. Associate a

probability p. with each length t such that t. < I. Let N. be

the number of pieces of length t^ having probability p^.

Construct an ensemble of sets similar to the above set and

associate a probability distribution with the ensemble. This

distribution is denoted by PIN^) or P(t^) depending on whether

N^ or t^ is statistical in nature.. We will always use upper

case P for the ensemble probabilities and the lower case p. for

the probabilities associated with the length t̂  in a given

realisation.

The generalised dimension for the set S (i.e. one member of

the ensemble) is given by eq.(2.14)

llm min
In N ^

(9.43)
ln

To obtain the average generalised dimension, we must average the

above equation over the probability distribution P(N) or P(().

This averaging gives
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In
<D " TqPlT min (N.)

ln
(9.44)

where the distribution is assumed to be over N. For a

distribution over I merely substitute P(N) by Pit). In the limit

I— 0, D is independent of t. We hence look at the fluctuations

for a given ( in the averaged over quantity. The quantity

<D (i)> thus contains two parts.
1

where

<Dq(U> - D

D„ - lim <D,,U>>
q • kn q

(9.45)

(9.(.6)

Tha term AD(t) is the term characteristic of the fluctuations

in 0 on a given length scale. We will find that D coincides

with the D in the absence of fluctuations for our example.

However exceptions to this can be found and will be discussed at

the and of our example.

To determine the nature of the fluctuational correction

AD ({) we compare the effective gauge function

(9.47)

with the general form of eq.(6.2) setting p. • 0 for all 5 so

that
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(9.46)

where

ln<k>(x) ln(0)(3c) - x

and m and r are characteristic of the set S and u and « are

constants, and D , 6 and 6 are the logarithmic dimensions, the
q q q

logarithmic meted intensions and the metadimensions respectively.

b. Example 1: The Cantor set with random lengths:

Consider a triadic Cantor set with the following

modification. At each stage the length at the previous stage is

divided into three equal segments and the central segment is

discarded. If the two remaining segments have length l^, each of

1 * *) with probability 1/2 or

reduced to ^(1+*) with probability 1/2. At the mth stage the

these lengths is extended to

reduced to ^(1+*) with pr

total number of piaces is

N - 2n (9.49a)

and the length of each piece can have one of the following

values:
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n-m
•0.1 n.

with probabilities given by

(9.49b)

(9.49c)

We now assign equal probabilities pi - 1/2 to all lengths

Then

<D >
In Mm(l/2

nl PCI*,)
5! 5Lmin £

m N In t
m in

where

P(Nm) -
2n-N

(9.50)

(9.51)

After much tedious algebra (see ref. [109] for details) it can

be shown that

1 -i

r Mi(l -

<V r In + ( I T ) In <!-«> - In3

where

(9.S2)

1 r-r In r - (l-r)ln(l-r) -gln2 1
[q'"1) U In (1+ el + (l-r)ln (l-e) -In3 J

(9.53)

and r is defined by

qln2 - In3 In - r)

-In -In3 + OIL/nl

(9.54)

Substituting eq.(9.52) in eq.(9,471 and comparing with eq.(9.48)

we get

r In r + (1-r) ln(l-r)

r ln(l+e) + (l-r)ln(l-c) -In 3
(9.55)

It should be noted that 6 - 0 in the absence of fluctuations.

Thus the fluctuations have given riae to a imtadimensional

correction. Observe that this example ia an extension of the

multiplicative procesa of the preceding subsection. Define an

equation

(9.56)

where A can take three values k-, A2
 a n d zero. The values A. and

A2 are chosen with probabilities (l±e)/3 where the ± signs are

again chosen with equal probabilities. The choice A^ - A,, and .a

construction similar to that described above gives the Cantor
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set under discussion.

Example 2 : Power-law singularities on a line:

Here we consider an example where N. the number of lengths

l^ has a probability distribution. The set consists of a unit

interval divided into 2 n parts of length I » l/2n. Place

singularities arising from the probability density p(x) • alx

-xn)
<*~1, 0 <a 1, where the xn lie on M of these intervals. This

leads to a probability assignment of ia on these intervals.

Consider the ensemble of realisations of this set. Let P(N) be a

Poisson distribution with mean value X. Let \ ' i'P, 0 < P < 1.

In the absence of fluctuations, the set has nonzero D -s as well

as nonzero *_"*• These are plotted as functions of q in figures

(9.2) and (9.3). We see that there is a nonanalyticity in the

behaviour of D at q • q * il-ft)/il-a). In the presence of

fluctuations the generalised dimensions are unaltered, however

the metadijnension changes and is plotted in as a function of q

in fig. 9.3. The solid line in fig. 9.3 corresponds to the

metadi/nension in the absence of fluctuations and the dotted line

in the same figure corresponds to the metadimension in the

presence of fluctuations, tt is clear from the figure that the

fluctuations have the strongest effect at q • q where the

crossover in the generalised dimensions takes place. This is

similar to the behaviour in systems undergoing phase transitions

where fluctuation effects are strongest at the crossover point.
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This lends support to the interpretation of nonanalyticities in

the generalised dimensions as phase transitions.

We observe that fluctuations contribute only at the

metadlmensional level in both our examples and the base

dimension ia unaltered. This is partly due to the fact that both

our examples are examples of scaling noise i.e the fluctuation

parameters depend on the length scale. However if our Initial

distribution does not satisfy the criteria for the central limit

theorem, even scaling noise may lead to an alteration in the

base dimension.
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10. Conclusion :

Wo have seen that multifractal analysis provides a useful

tool Cor the analysis of self-similar sets with associated

probability measures. It also provides insights into the

physical processes which give rise to such structures. The

multifractal exponents f and a contain information about the

scaling properties of the system and it's associated singularity

structure [31. These characterise the universal properties of

the system and can be used to identify it's universality class.

The basic strength of the formalism lies in the ease of it's

application to diverse experimental systems and has led to it's

application to systems ranging from neutron stars [481 to

localised wave-functions C121.

The formalism has also provided the basis for important

theoretical developments in the analysis of dynamical systems.

The thermodynamic formulation of multifractals [16] has given

rise to two significant developments. One is the formulation of

the inverse procedure [17], which has had at least one notable

success: the identification of the dynamical process underlying

Rayleigh-Benard convective flows, at least upto it's

universality class. The other is the connection with spin

Hamiltonians [16] leading to an analogy with the phase

transitions of spin systems [24-251. Such phase transitions have

been observed in a number of maps like the irrational windings

of the critical circle map [24-261 and the Henon map [29-105].

So far we have dwelt on the successes of the multifractal

formalism. We must now mention the aspects it cannot, or at

least has not yet been able to deal with. The formalism cannot

say anything about the connectedness or related properties of

the sets it deals with, e.g. in the case of diffusion limited

aggregation, multifractal analysis can reveal the self-similar

structure of the set but says nothing about the two point or

higher order correlation functions.

Another drawback is the loss of dynamical information caused

by thermodynamic averaging. The free energy depends on some

scaling functions only through their products [161. This holds

for the multifractal exponents as well. Due to this, the

inversion procedure cannot resolve all the scaling functions

explicitly [171. For the inversion of stage-dependent sets the

full scaling functions cannot be obtained even upto products via

any finite order approximation to the transfer matrix.

Most of the successes of the formalism have been in the

case of dynamical systems, particularly for attractors on the

border line of chaos. This has been primarily due to the

existence of a well defined hierarchy for the construction of

such attractors. Some progress has been made in the analysis of

chaotic attractors as well, using unstable periodic orbits as

the stages of the hierarchy [27-31]. However, we are still very

far from a complete understanding of chaotic attractors or of
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the role played by the unstable periodic cycles in the behaviour

of chaotic systems. We expect that this will be a major area of

activity in the immediate future.

We thus come to the end of our survey of thin recent and

rapidly expanding field. Wa expect that the coning years will

find multifractal analysis being put to fruitful use in even

more diverse fields. He also hope to see the resolution of some

of the questions raised above as well as to see growth in

directions as yet unforeseen.
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Table Captions

Table 1. The experimentally obtained values of r(q) for a forced

Rayleigh-Benard experiment [17].

Table 2. The values of the winding numbers and the scaling

ratios obtained from the inversion of the data in Table

1 [17],
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if

i f

8 •Golden mean

2x2 matrix

Values of q a
'00 ' 1 1

Golden mean Period doubling

kx<t matr ix 2x2 matrix

Values of q » 0 0 Q °00Q*Q1Q<>101 Values of q a ^ 0 Q

0 . 3 . 0 . 6 , 0 . 9

0 . 3 , 0 . 9 , 1 . 2

1.618 O.<»67 -1 .1x10

1.619 0 .469 3.8x10

-11

-82

• 0 . 3 , 0 . 9 , 1 . 5 1.619 0,(»69 3.7x10

0 . 6 , 0 . 9 , 1 . 2 1.619 0.471 1.3x10

0 .9 ,2 .1 ,2 . (1 1.607 O.34,<. 1.1x10

0 . 3 , - 0 . 3 , - 0 . 6 1.652 0.457 5.8x10

-72

-73

-54

-3

0.3,0.6 0.456 0.261

0.9,1.2 0.468 0.227

1.2,1.5 0.450 0.252

1.5,2.1 0.441 0.269

-0 .3 , -0 .6 0.425 0.255

-0.6 , -1 .8 0.419 0.259

1.3 ,1 .6 ,1 .9 2.003 0.441 0.194

1.3 ,2 .8 ,4 .9 1.999 0.379 0.176

1.3 .1 .9 .5 .2 2.002 0.40S 0.174

1.6 ,2 .2 ,4 .9 2.000 0.409 0.180

1.9 ,2 .2 ,4 .9 1.998 0.400 0.179

1.9.2 .5 .4 .3 1.992 0.391 0.186



Figure Captions

Fig. 2.1. The first three stages of construction of the triadic

Cantor set. The n • 0 stage corresponds to the unit

interval [0,11. At each stage of the construction the

central third of each segment is removed from the

set.

Fig. 2.2. The two-scale Cantor set with unequal lengths and

unequal probabilities. The figure is drawn for the

values l1 - 0.2. 12 • 0.6.

Fig. 2.3. The plot of D against <j for the two-saale Cantor set

of Fig. 2.2 with probabilities Pt - 2/3 and \>2 - 1/3.

The asymptotic values D^ » 0.2519.. and D.^ • 2.1506..

are shown by dashed lines.

Fig. 2.4. The plot of f against a for the Cantor set of fig.2.2

and probabilities p. • 2/3 and p? * 1/3.

Fig. 2.5. The plot of f against « for the period-doubling

attractor (Ref.[3]).

Fig. 3.1. The devil's staircase: The plot of the dressed winding

number P/Q against the bare winding number n for the

the critical circle map <R«f.[5O]>.

Fig. 3.2. The plot of f against a for the irrational windings of

the critical circle map for the devil's staircase.

(Ref. [3J>.

Fig. 3.3. The plot of f against a for the quasi-periodic orbit

159

with golden-mean winding number for the critical

circle map (Ref. [3D.

Fig. 3.4. The plot of T^+. against Tt for the 2500 observations

of the temperature at the bottom of the cell in the

Kayleigh-B*nard convective experiment at the golden

mean winding number {Ref.t131).

Fig. 3.S. The plot of f against a for the quasi-periodic orbit

with golden-mean winding number in the Rayleigh-BAnard

experiment (Ref.[13]).

Fig. 3.6. The plot of f against a for the period-doubling

cascade in the Rayleigh-B*nard experiment (Ref.[14]).

Fig. 3.7. The plot of f against a for diffusion limited

aggregation (Ref. (47]).

Fig. 3.8. Plot of f against a for the x-ray luminosity from a

neutron star (Ref. [4B]|, Note the finite value of

Fig. 3.9. The plot f against a for energy dissipation in

turbulent flows. The symbols correspond to the

experimental mean and the continuous curve to the two

scale Cantor «et with l^ • t2 *0.2 and p^ * 0.7, p2

0.3 (Ref. f61] ) .

Fig. 4.1. The two-scale Cantor set with c-labelling for the

first three stages of construction.

Fig. 4.2. The lowest order transition graph for the four scale

Cantor set. We show the e label for each length above
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Fig. 4.3

Fig. 4.4

Fig. 4.5

Fig. 4.6

Fig. 6.1

Fig. 6.2

Fig. 6.3

Fig. 6.4.

Fig. 6.5.

the length. The t-string in bracket shown below the

length is the full *-label for that length.

The rules for the manipulation of transition graphs.

The transition graph for the second order transfer

matrix of the four scale Cantor set.

The scaling functions for the logistic map (Ref.[25]).

The plot of q against T for the logistic map.

The two scale Cantor set with unequal lengths and

unequal holes drawn for the values b • 1/8. c • 1/4; A

- 2/5. We assign the probabilities P1 « 2/3 . P 2 - 1/3

to the lengths I. and l^ respectively. The first three

stages are shown. The last stage is thickened.

The plot of D and D* against q for the Cantor set of

fig. 6.1. The asymptotic values D(

1.0464.. and D^ - - 0.01797., D * B

shown by dashed lines.

The first quadrant shows a plot of f against a and the

for the
X X

set of fig. 6.1.

0.6292... D,^ -

- 0.2989.. are

third quadrant shows a plot of f, against

The Julia set of the map z' * z 2 + 0.25.

The partition function r (n « 141 for the Julia set

as a function of p and r for q • -1. All values of r >

100 have been set equal to 100 for convenience. Note

the sharp rise from r • 0 to r = 100 along both p and

T directions (Ref.C26)>.

161

Fig. 6.6. The plot of p and T as functions of q for the Julia

set (n - 14) (Ref.[261).

Fig. 6.7. The plot of p and T as functions of q for the

irrational windings of the critical circle map (n -

12) (Ref.[26]>.

Fig. S.I. Schematic diagram of a cell C^ and the construction to

obtain region which returns to the cell after n

iterations and to obtain a saddle point in the cell

for the same period n (Ref.[31]). The Xj. and x^.

shown in the figure are the A^nJ and A^"1 of the text.

Fig. B.2. The plot of f against a for the H*non attractor

determined from the eigenvalues of orbits upto period

20. The end of the smooth part of the curve has been

joined to the isolated point on the left by a dashed

line.(Ref.[29]).

Fig. 9.1. The plot of f against a for the random multiplicative

process (Ref.t651).

Fig. 9.2. The plot of D against q for power law singularities

on a line. Not* the change in behavior at q • q

(Ref.(109]).

Fig. 9.3. The plot of 6 against q for the same set as Fig. 9.1.

The solid line is the 6 in the absence of

fluctuations and the dotted line is the 6 in the

presence of fluctuations. The dotted line has been

drawn by joining smoothly the asymptotic behaviour at

q » q and q « q with known behaviour at q •

q,, (Ref. [109]).
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